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Preface

The latest developments in the world – world economic crisis
and geopolitical changes – set thinking every person about the
cause of their origin. Putting together fragments of news in a joint
mosaic of the on-going process, one may come to a conclusion that
behind all this disorder and rapid changes, storming in the life of
almost every person, there are powers, certain people, who possess
the largest share of the world capital and whose names are not
public. However, it is them who are the ‘puppeteers’ of the world
billionaires. It is they who decided to provoke activities in the world
aimed at destruction of the largest part of human population on the
planet in a difficult period for humanity of global climate changes
on the Earth.
What powers are they and what their plans are, history of their
existence, their methods and approaches of manipulating the
masses of people – this information is accessibly presented in the
books by Anastasia Novykh. Fiction style of these books enables
clever people to realize much more than it is written there, to
see globally and correlate scattered information, to find the key
of decision, by matching with the events occurring around, and
supplementing it with new data. The ‘world elite’ is merely a tiny
group of people if compared to the humanity. They are only able
to plan. However, implementation of their plans depends
purely on the masses of people, on a personal choice
of every individual. The choice is made on the basis
of integral information. The future now is in hands of
every person!
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Secret World Government – Archons
Abstracts from the book by Anastasia Novykh
‘Sensei of Shambala’, Book III

Who are the Archons?
– ...As for the elite itself, you are wrong to think that it can be
blown off with a revolution, condescendingly grinned Ariman, – Often
the elite itself orders this very revolution, the wave of which merely
wipes off puppets out of favor with the elite in order to put new ones in
their place. Perhaps, I’ll tell you a history about this world elite so that
you’ll have a better understanding of the matter.
– Their ancestors per se were individuals who tried to save
knowledge of the previous civilization, including the knowledge of
so-called supernatural capabilities. They have been passing this
knowledge only hereditary; in extremis they found themselves
successors. That is in practice they’ve retained and improved this
knowledge from one generation to another, keeping it in secret
from people. When humankind significantly increased in terms of
population and there appeared foundations of social and economic
formation, chieftain leaders showed up. However, behind the visible
power of those actually there were ‘knowledge keepers’ or, as they liked
to call themselves, the ‘minions of gods and spirits’. Not only did they
consult the chieftains, but in fact they were skillfully manipulating
them, making them carry out their commands. This group of special
people had various names: shamans, sorcerers, wizards, priests, and
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so on. Their real name, however, is Archons.
– Translated from Greek it means ‘chiefs’, ‘rulers’. But if you go
deeper into history, the true sense of this word shall be revealed
as it means ‘the rulers of the world’. So, practically the Archons
separated themselves into a distinctive caste of intermediaries
between people and higher powers, later named gods. A chieftain
of a tribe was a public person, had responsibility for his tribe, and
was under power of an Archon. The Archon, actually governing
the tribe through the chieftain, always remained in the shade.
This secrecy gave him more opportunities for real manipulations
over people. While chieftain leaders were chosen by people of the
tribe, the Archon passed his ‘magical art’ of real power only to his
successor. In other words, a distinctive caste was being formed, in
the hands of which a real power was concentrated. The more this
caste consolidated its power, the more toil – for its benefit – it gave
to other members of the society. Noteworthily, it is this group that
usurped principal knowledge later on, thus subordinating other
people to their needs. This is exactly the first elite of this civilization.
– Were there many of them at that time? inquired Kostya.
– No. Their quantity is fixed. At that time and presently there
are twelve people plus one Chief Archon, who is at the head of them.
– Why exactly twelve?
– Because this civilization originates from twelve human
families. The Archons of the present are direct successors of the
first twelve Archons. Now then, alongside the growth of human
population Archons continued to grow in art of people control and
manipulation. As they say, few people – few chiefs. Many people
– many chiefs. They created a so-called artificial elite, placing
their marionettes all over the world, who ruled over entire nations.
Moreover, it is they who elaborated and implemented one of the most
curious form of mind manipulation and governance over people –
religion. The Archons based this artificially created form of public
conscience transformation on the two strongest human stimuli:
belief and fear. They added some drops of the true knowledge,
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putting them into an appropriate shape for a greater servility of the
crowd and perpetuated this serfdom through monopolizing of the
spiritual culture...
– For example, take the Bible well-known to you and honored
by half of the planet as the sacred book. Who composed the Old
Testament? The priests, that is, the servants of the Archons. And
who composed the New Testament? Marionettes of the Archons...
– It turns out that these Archons are at the head of the world
religions?
– De facto in power, yes. But to be more precise, their minions
were and will be at the head of all of the world religions. At the
head of all big politics and businesses there are their marionettes.
Even all those people who swayed the destinies of the world, as
for instance Alexander of Macedon, Genghis Khan, Tamerlane,
Napoleon, Stalin, Hitler, and others, were merely pieces on their
chessboard where they performed their usual intricate games.
– Wait, wait, – implored lost Stas. – What do you mean by
‘minions’?! How about Jesus, Buddha, Mohammed? These people
brought freedom to people. They can’t be minions of those priests..
Ариман дори не го остави да довърши и го прекъсна с арогантен и надменен тон:
– Ariman did not even let him finish, interrupting his speech
in an imperious arrogant tone: – And where is their freedom?! And
making a meaningful pause, he demanded again in a commanding
voice: – Where?! Yes, there were those who tried to teach something,
to give people the knowledge. What’s more the very Grail, the
utmost power, was in people’s hands! And what of it? Where did
it all come to? Another victory of the Archons and creation of new
religions on the basis of the lost Teachings! And why? Because
people are too lazy to transform themselves. Because people are
already used to gregarious habits, they are used to servile way of
thinking. They wait all the time to be governed. The Archons did
such a great job that people are already enjoying to be morons. They
enjoy being dumb and wait to be spoon-fed with explanations from
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their manipulators. It is more convenient for them to live in a flock
than to be free men. They doom themselves to a lifetime slavery, so
let them remain slaves if that is what they want. It is their choice
after all. Everyone decides for one’s own self.

* * *

– ...Look at the way this world is organized, continued Ariman.
– It is managed by a small group of people, the mighty of this world,
who make billions of people work for them. Do you think these
high and mighty trust television or newspapers? Of course not,
because in fact they are the makers of those events that you see,
for everything occurs according to their scenario in order to hold
in continuous awe and servility their employees, that is yourselves.
As for television and press, they are merely public heralds of their
‘royal decrees’. Should the slaves want freedom and democracy, they
shall get freedom and democracy and in such a way these slaves
have never dreamt of. The heralds play such a farce that a man, let
alone his unwillingness of such a democracy, would gladly kiss his
fetters, if only everything remained at least as it had been before.
You know, it’s like in that joke. If you want to make someone happy,
first deprive him of everything he has and then return at least a
half. In the grand scheme of things, all wars, revolutions, struggle
for freedom, for democracy – all these are lies, beautiful tales,
written by the mighty of this world for the slaves to imperatively
believe in. But the fact is that at the bottom of all these events there
is simply money, big money.
If the slaves want to feel the national pride, here you are, the
heralds are on the spot. If they want to experience the excitement
of scandals, public denunciations – as much as you like, all sizes,
all colors. You see, people are paltry in their everyday inclinations.
Nothing arouses more interest in them than somebody’s tragedy.
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The mighty of this world will work any kind of doomsday for you,
anything you like, just be a slave, go with the crowd, be like others
and think like others. They are few in number, but they manipulate
well. As for the slaves – slaves they are. The origin of servility is
descended from one generation to another, and there are very few
of those who can break out of this vicious circle. That is why there
have always been and will be the castes of rulers and the crowds of
slaves... For the whole world is ruled by money nowadays.
– Besides, slaves are inculcated not only in poverty, but, as I was
already saying, in fear too, due to which clever people make billions.
I’ll give you a simple example of how leading pharmaceutical
companies earn colossal sums on slavish conscience. They just
create a little world ballyhoo around some disease. And that‘s all. It
is the very initial investment that will return them a hundredfold
profit.

* * *

– ...For example, they created AIDS problem and ensured a
stable financial profit for themselves by selling expensive medicine,
which, if judged fairly, does not solve this problem for the patient,
said Ariman. – It didn‘t take much announcing throughout the
world about a possible tuberculosis epidemic threat to make a mint
of money on that for themselves. I won’t be surprised if they invent
(by the time they run out of standard ideas) some kind of mutated
flu virus, transmitted to humans from animals or birds.
– How can they invent it if such a virus maybe does not exist in
nature at all? asked shocked Stas.
– You see, even you say ‘maybe’. And uncertainty is an
indication of servile psychology. Add to it purchased opinions of
several scientists of leading world virology laboratories and you’ll
implicitly believe this information. The main thing for them is
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that you believed. Then your fear and reflexes of your self-defense
instinct will do a lot more than all of the conventional medicine ads
combined. And do not worry about the virus. If a blank cannonshot isn’t impressive enough to stir the crowd, it will be replaced
with a practice cartridge. So, if mother nature does not create such
a virus, people will help it. And all for the sake of earning billions
on the same vaccine from the virus.
All in all, these chaps do well! I admire their brilliant inventions
in advertising and arrangement of sizable capital influx. What’s
important everything is relatively honest: you care about your
health, they care about their purses. Although, by curing one illness
with their preparations in return you gain three new illnesses free
of charge. As a result you become their hostages, their perpetual
sponsors. Is it not a brilliant idea of constant capital replenishment
at the expense of your fear, impressionability, and servility?! It’s a
big business. Whereas big business is power. All free people tend
to rule over someone lest to become that someone to be ruled over.

* * *

– ...What is well-spread among the masses is far from always
being true, – emphasized Ariman. – Because for the elite of mankind,
which pays for all this myths-making, the masses are slaves. If real
historical facts were revealed to people, for instance, about the life
and the teaching of Jesus, Buddha, and so on, the mighty power of
those who keep these facts in secret would collapse...

* * *

– ...And look at it from a larger perspective, for example, on a
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national basis. People disdain to use any means, they go all lengths
for the sake of power. – What do you think they need this power
for? For supplying peoples’ needs?! Of course not! They endeavor
solely for their own sake, for gratification of their megalomania
and growth of their capital. They understand perfectly that they
themselves are merely puppets of the mighty of this world. That is
why they snatch whatever they can snatch from their power. Many
commoners praise them to the ideal of philanthropy. While in fact
they are the same people as everyone, no better than others. The
difference between you and them is that they are more cunning,
more agile, and more self-confident. There is no sense in expecting
charity from them. They may give it only when in the first place they
gain something from it. And they throw it to people as if throwing a
bone to a hungry dog, so that it would drool all over at the sight of
the ‘generous master’.

* * *

– ...Many real wars, however, happened because of competition
among serious people. And other causes of war that were later
explained to vast masses, that is to the servile crowd, are only tales
for the herd, in order to rouse the spirit of nationalism in it, amuse
megalomania of their herdsman as well as distract the herd’s
attention from the vital problems. No more.
– How can people be a herd? – objected Volodya. – They are
humans.
– Humans they are, of course. But they are foolish. They
are slaves, who were governed by clever people. And they will be
governed, whatsoever fine word this governance is called. For a
person in the crowd has no more individuality, but only a part of
the crowd. He is not capable of thinking on his own in the crowd,
to evaluate soberly situation and ‘facts’, generously strewed by the
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orator. It is because a man in the crowd sees thousands of the like,
and this union, this huge power, inspires him. It is a huge power
indeed, but it is not of that man or any other taken separately
out of that mass of bodies. It is the power of the orator! It is he
who transforms it and channels it properly. And with this power
he imprints in consciousness of everyone those tenets that are
carefully camouflaged with tumid words. In other words the orator
simply uses suggestion mechanisms. And nothing else. Therefore, a
herd is a herd, all around, which with bleating takes its lead from a
skilful shepherd. Although, nowadays controlling a herd is referred
to in finer words, the meaning does not change because of that.
I understand full well, guys, that there is little pleasant in these
words, but it is true. And the truth always has bitter taste. I simply
open your eyes to the world as it is.
This is life, guys, where at the end of the day nobody needs
anybody and nobody does anything without a particular reason.
For one thing, take a look at how political elections are run. Take
any country. They promise whole mountains of gold to people. And
after elections? Riding on rams and donkeys the politician reaches
his own paradise and then shuts its gates right after himself. People
remain in poverty just as they have lived in poverty. Do you know,
whom the newly elected politician is concerned about in the first
place? At first, about himself, his incomings. Then about his family.
And finally, about his own retinue, so that they would kiss hands of
their master and lest they should forget his ‘benefactions’. Nobody
cares about people and nobody will. Because in the grand scheme
of things nobody cares about the commonage. If it is still able to
keep on feet and work, then it’s alright. Where can it go? It would
grumble and bridle a bit, and then survive somehow. You see, it is
nothing but a workstock, which lives in a stable, feeds on rejects,
and works from morning till night. It exists for the reason of
bringing profits to the elite and breed, granting its masters inflow
of fresh work force in the form of new slaves. I understand that it
is unpleasant to hear this. But look around. This is reality. You will
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recall my words again, because it is the truth of life!
Do you think something has changed since the time of slaveowning?! Nothing of the kind. Only methods of infuence on the
slaves have changed, but by no means people themselves. The
system of controlling the slaves has changed, but slavery has never
been abolished! Look at the present-day world, at the ruling elite
exploiting the masses and using them for personal gain. It simply
obtrudes its beneficial concepts on peoples. It models likes and
behavior of the masses, intentionally controls and standardizes a
man.

* * *
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How can the Elite Obtrude Something on Me?
– ...How can the elite obtrude something on me if I’m all by
myself? I myself decide how to live.
Ariman chuckled.
– You suppose so, young man, because you did not perform
a serious analysis of your life, of how you live, and what forces
you to make various decisions in life. In truth you don’t even
realize that your life, your liking, perception, and your choice is
being skillfully manipulated. It is because the elite needs slaves,
not free people! You see, in your perception, in order for you to
be manipulated, there’s got to be some overseer with a whip that
would stood over you. This is narrow-mindedness. In modern
world with all of its leading-edge technologies, everything is much
more simple and efficient. The elite artfully created that very
overseer out of your own mind, which tells you how to live, whom
and what give preference to in your life. And it created it with the
help of an ancient method of influencing a human – what is called
advertising nowadays.
– Why do you call advertising an ancient method? It’s appeared
on TV just recently, asked Ruslan bewildered.
– So it seems to you. In fact this phenomenon exists as long
as reasonable humans do, explained Ariman with a smile. – The
modern word ‘advertising’ originates from the ancient Latin
reclamare, which means ‘to proclaim’, ‘to demand’, ‘to call out’.
Earlier it was extensively employed in writing and especially
verbally for promulgating of the desired information through
special-purpose people – market touts, criers, broadcasters, and
so on. This is the most ancient method of influencing a human.
And it is based on the unshakable psychological peculiarity of a
man to believe exactly in what he would want to believe in, taking
the wish for the reality. Clever advertising only wakes a ‘dormant’
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need in a man. It contaminates him and forces him to imitate.
– A ‘dormant need’? – repeated Yura. – What does it mean?
Ariman explained instantly:
– For example, you feel lack of self-confidence, underrate your
self-judgment, but at the same time you are trying to suppress these
feelings. But they do not disappear, you know. They just ‘drowse’
in your sub-consciousness, waiting for a positive resolution of this
personal emotional problem or of a set of psychological problems.
This is where advertisement appears before you. It convinces you
that the advertised, whatever, would give you what you dreamed
of. By the by, it is all viewed in an optimistic light, which, of course,
would pick you up, for on a sub-conscious level there will occur a
stimulating effect of your ‘dormant’ unrealized need. As a result,
like a Pavlov’s dog at the first bell-ring, you would spatter, willing
to get the camouflaged ‘marrowbone’ palmed to you.
Advertisement utilizes a vast range of special technologies of
emotional impact on a prospect. It appeals to your natural desires.
For example, desire to be in good health, to have success, wealth,
happiness, to look beautiful; to your vanity, self-importance,
delusions of grandeur; to your ambition of enhancing your social
status, and so forth. In other words, people as a flock are going on
a leash of artificially generated desires, without even knowing that
this is the very whip the elite skillfully handles.
Wake up and look around! In fact everything you believe to be
unshakable is in truth invented by people just like you. They are
simply more self-assured and pushier. Who writes laws by which
the society lives? People do. Who calls the tune of fashion? People.
Who defines the ideals? Again those, who can artfully protrude
their opinions to the masses. Clever people produce idols, cultfigures, and heroes for the whole nations. And it has been this way
since the primitive society till the present day and in everything
at that: from preferences in food and commodities to art. Take
pictures of Picasso, for example. I’ll draw better with my foot
alone! And his works are presented to the masses in eulogistic
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odes as drawings of the master of acutely expressive creations in
neoclassical style, the founder of cubism, whose pictures have a,
say, huge social importance. Or take ‘Black Square’ by Malevich.
The guy was not in the mood, so he daubed the canvas with black
paint. And people marvel at this smeared canvas, seeking deep
philosophy in it. And they will find it, and they will believe in what
is proclaimed to them! For it is passed through the mechanisms of
psychological manipulation of the masses.
Or take John Rockefeller Senior. This man became a legend.
His name is known all over the world. By the way, even during his
lifetime his image was turned into some good-natured old fellow,
who spent millions on charity and gave away hotels to children.
However, creation of his ideal image was just a skilful wordplay,
modeling ‘public opinion’ for the naive audience. John was such
a pinch-gut, of something else. What kind of charity can one talk
about? Keep in mind, guys, one simple truth: serious businessmen
never throw money on charity for nothing. They will spend money
on a project only in such a case when it is advantageous for them,
if in this campaign they will see good advertisement to their
business, their image, their status in the society. Or if they view
another neat trick for laundering of dirty money. But for no special
reason no one will stir a finger. Now then, John Rockefeller made
a very wise move. Lest he should spend large capital on promotion
of his image thought ‘costly’ (for him) charity, he did much better.
In 1903 Rockefeller hired a young reporter Ivy Lee and made him
a personal ‘advisor’ of the family, having generously paid for his
services. And this little reporter simply turned public opinion
upside down, creating in his publications out of John Scrooge a
positive image of the greatest fairy godfather of time, caring about
people. That’s why don’t believe everything you see and hear. This
world is a mere mummery!

* * *
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World War III
Abstracts from the book by Anastasia Novykh ‘Sensei of
Shambala’, Book IV

– ...What were you saying about the 3rd World War? Volodya
asked Sensei. – Do the Archons plan it for real?
– Unfortunately, nodded Sensei.
– With the present nuclear weaponry of the leading countries?!
uttered Nicolai Andreevich. – But this is stupid!
– Of course it is stupid, in the understanding of reasonable
people. In perverted understanding of the Archons, however, it is
normal... I suppose now I’ll tell you something that soon will be
known to millions of people. I’ll tell you about secret plans of the
Archons, so that it won’t be ‘boring’ for them to work afterwards...
Now then, the Archons plan global wars for generations. And
according to their calculations, this generation is to witness the 3rd
World War. Archons planned three dates for the beginning of the
global war depending on geopolitical situation as well as the level
of preparedness of the population, brought about by them. The
first date is December 23rd, 2012, already PR-ed all around the
world through indirect advertisement as a possible doomsday. The
second date is 2017. And the third is the year 2025. These are the
major dates they orientate themselves to and base their calculations
on. Although, of course, there may be changes like in any plan...
In principle their preparation for these events can be easily seen
and tracked. The only strong opponent of the Archons that would
seriously stand against their intentions will be...
– The Soviet Union? asked Victor impatiently.
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– I’d put it a bit more precisely – Russia... Now then, the
Archons’ preparation to a new global war can be quite easily tracked
by events. I have already told you a lot about how the Archons are
acting and I’m going to tell you more. Their methods practically
do not change, and they were highlighted and repeated more than
once. Everything will be done according to an old elementary
scheme.
– First thing they will do is attempt to weaken as much as
possible their serious opponent that is actually able to interfere
with realization of their plans. In order to do so they will resort
either to provocative destructive policy within this state thought
their people or, if it proves ineffective, they will try to surround this
state with countries under their control. Naturally, as necessary
they will perform state takeovers and revolutions in these countries
in order to place in power their puppet governments.
– Second, they will artificially create a ‘world crises’, since
the largest share of the world capital is in their hands. Creating
‘suitable’ situations on the world exchanges is commonplace for
them too. Recall at least the previous artificially triggered world
crises and subsequent World War II... Besides that, in order to
create appropriate public sentiment before the 3rd world war, the
Archons will artificially create a ‘world food crises’, which will
cause suffering among the poorest underclass. Without any visible
cause there will be shortage of food that will lead to hunger in the
Third World countries and to considerable increase in food prices
in developed countries. As an excuse there will be ‘assumptions’
that it all might be connected with global warming and the problem
of planet overpopulation. Such ‘claims’ will accordingly bring
about a desire of hungry people to decrease the number of human
population for their own benefit.
Volodya pronounced frowning: – It’s a gloomy situation
indeed... But, Sensei, you’ve mentioned that a global climate
change is actually coming forth. Therefore, this may be just a
prognosticated future.
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– Prognosticated future?! Sensei uttered accusingly. – Why,
with all the current technologies it is real to turn Sahara desert into
a blooming garden and provide for considerable part of humanity
with its fruits. Not to mention the abundance of fertile soils on
the Earth more than sufficient to make such notion as famine no
longer existing on this planet, Sensei kept silent for a second and
continued narrating already in his usual tone.
– Third, and most important, they are going to finance and make
several needless to anyone wars with some Third World countries,
but with involvement of the USA as the ‘world policeman, fighting
for democracy in the whole world’. During these wars, naturally,
people will lose their lives, including American guys, who actually,
not knowing all the underlying reasons of these wars, will think,
dying, that at the cost of their lives they are defending democracy
and interests of their country on a foreign land. People will
perish; therefore, discontent among the American population will
increase. Using this civil unrest, at the right moment the Archons
will accuse in all the troubles another puppet-president of theirs,
writing everything off to his ‘unsuccessful policy’. Simultaneously,
they will try to incline their allies and people of their country to
an opinion that regular wars are not effective: warfare runs into
money and these wars take longer than planned (although the
Archons finance the opposing party as well), people lose their lives
in them, and there is no sense in it. In other words, money and
human resources are wasted, and there is no use in it. As a result
a public opinion will be formed that the US must have the right to
make first nuclear strike at such ‘unfair, undemocratic’ countries
that in no way fit into the Archons’ policy. This opinion will sink
into people’s heads that Americans as a ‘free nation’ and a ‘world
power’ must have the right of making the first nuclear strike. It is
less expensive and, most importantly, American guys do not die in
the struggle for ‘democracy in the whole world’.
– Now, in order to convince people that nuclear war is
necessary, they will manipulate the economy of ‘the most powerful
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nation’. As the Archons always do. At first the country’s economy
is artificially boosted; people get used to living good. Then they get
a ‘foreign enemy’ of the country. At this time the Archons provoke
acute economic recession; a serious economic slump is set. As a
result many people lose their jobs. Public opinion becomes quite
unfriendly. More so, a topic will be actively discussed in the press
that their main ‘enemy’ is growing rich at the very same time,
and ‘assumptions’ will be put forward that, probably, it is because
‘our people are getting poorer every day’. This provocation will
involuntarily arouse envy, anger, and rather negative relations
among people, brought up on the dominance of the Animal
nature, towards the country that is ‘growing rich at their expense’.
Ultimately these assumptions of the press will turn in a category
of accusations from government itself, which hints that all these
economical troubles are because of that ‘unkind nation’. Thus, a
person, being in strained circumstances – yet recalling the time
when he lived well and comfortably in his ‘free prosperous nation’
– and seeing another country growing rich – because of which he
became poor, allegedly, – this person sub-consciously reorients
from the inner enemy to the outer one, without even thinking
about why these crises in fact arise and who creates them. In other
words, the citizens begin to hate ‘by default’ the country, which the
henchmen of the Archons are pointing them to.
– The further the more. They will start psychologically
preparing people for the necessity of being the first to use the nuclear
weapon, it is quick and it will efficiently punish the ‘undemocratic
country’ because of which ‘all become poorer’. Thus, the Archons
will attempt to launch a global war, where obviously very many
people will die, including those who thirsted for such ‘retribution’.
– Thirsted? Can people be fooled that much? doubted Victor
with astonishment. – Here, just consider it logically, if the strong
nations launched a nuclear war, who would then survive? What are
the Archons counting on?
– Yes, if this happens, the largest part of humanity will perish...
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Although for quick recovery of human population it is sufficient to
leave at least one hundred thousands human specimen. And the
Archons know it well. It is no wonder they are actively implementing
Agarty plan developed back during the World War II, when a nuclear
bomb became an evident reality of the near future. According to
this plan a completely autonomous city is to be built deep under the
ground (designed for habitation of 144 thousand people taking into
account their reproduction) that would be sufficiently safe under
any cataclysms and secure from nuclear strikes.
– The Archons expect that in case they were unsuccessful
in ideological domination of the world and becoming the single
dictator in a form of the ‘world government’, then after this global
war they would rule over the world entirely. And their ‘One World
Government’ would finally be established over the whole world, of
all the remaining people on the Earth them having the fee simple.
They expect that within the new generations they would cultivate
a solely servile psychology, based on the Animal nature and purely
Arimanian principles. But there arises another question. Who
would need such a human civilization with an absolute dominance
of the Animal?
Sensei sighed heavily and after a short silence pronounced: –
Why am I telling you all this is for you to see, know, understand,
and more importantly to make the right decisions in your
lives as well as to put them into action... Wars are orchestrated
by a handful of people. The rest of their numerous slavish suite are
merely underlings that live at the Archons’ momentary dole and
please their megalomania by the power provided, not even guessing
that for the Archons they are but a cannon fodder. These underlings
trust in their ‘happily ever after’, that is why they diligently execute
orders of their Masters, leading the world to the World War III.
And they don’t even realize that their children will suffer from this
war too and that their lives will end as a video-tape on a frame of a
nuclear mushroom cloud.
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How to Oppose the Archons?

Abstracts from the book by Anastasia Novykh ‘Sensei of
Shambala’, Book IV

The Cause of Power of the Archons and Ariman
(the Chief Archon) over People
– ...And is it true about the Archons? asked Stas.
– Yes, Sensei replied.
– So, they are shamans, sorcerers, priests?
– Oh, no, they were such earlier in high antiquity, and actually
far not every one of them. Nowadays, they are people, who weave
together world capital, politics, and religion in their lodges and
secret societies.
– World bankers or something? Volodya was surprised at his
guess.
– Those who control them, specified Sensei.
– What are those secret societies, I wonder? enquired Volodya.
– Well, they were called differently in different times. For
example, one of the first influential circles of the Archons is
known under the name of ‘Freemasons’. Many a branch has grown
from this trunk. There are so-called ‘Brotherhood of the Snake’,
‘Brotherhood of the Dragon’, ‘Illuminati’, ‘Masons’ and other secret
societies. Historians are still trying to find out, which originated
which. But they are just getting more confused. Why? Because the
Archons’ goal is to reshuffle and tangle everything, so that very few
may guess and get to the bottom of the genuine essence of all these
secret societies. And the essence is very simple. The predominating
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majority of the secret societies are pawns in the hands of the
Archons for manipulations of Ariman.
– Ariman only plays on people’s weaknesses. One of such
weaknesses is a subconscious inclination of people to secrets. Not
only spiritual impulse of an individual is touched upon in this case,
that is his desire to break away from the chain of reincarnations
with the help of secret knowledge, but, which is more often the
case, banal egoistic ambitions of possessing this knowledge for the
sake of power over the like. That’s why the overwhelming majority
of the secret societies flourish under the Archons. And considering
that people not only want to possess the secret knowledge, but also
create their own ‘empire’ around themselves, we have nowadays
the situation that practically the whole world is ruled by the secret
world government, the Archons.
Sensei became silent, and after some reflection Volodya said, –
Honestly speaking, even considering my knowledge and experience
of a combatant officer, I’ve never heard about that, especially about
secret societies of such a level. Could you enlighten us a bit on this
matter? And, seeing Sensei’s hesitation, he added, – It’s better to
know the enemy by sight, then to be in the dark.
In reply Sensei said, – Why, the Archons are no enemies! They
are unhappy people, who mistakenly chose hollow and temporary
instead of the eternal. Their choice was made in favor of matter, or
rather Ariman. A man is always inventing some kind of enemies for
himself all the time, because by the highest standards he is not able
to sort out his own inner conflict between his Animal and Spiritual
natures. Relations among groups of people and countries are only
an enlarged, exaggerated copy of this conflict. In truth, the most
bitter enemy for a man is he himself, his Animal nature to be exact.
There is no way to fight it with traditional methods, for the greater
the opposition, the more the aggression from the Animal, because
you put your attention into this conflict. You can win it over only
by your unwillingness to yield to provocations and temptations
of the Animal nature as well as by concentration on the spiritual,
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beneficial for your soul. It is then, when you take such internal
stand and will sincerely follow it, that you will have no enemies in
the outer world too; and your life will turn into a fascinating game.
After all, we are living here temporarily, consider it visiting.
– Yes, but this is a world-trap of Ariman?! How to live in it if
you want to become Free? asked Yura in an agitated tone.
– No matter what conditions are the life sets you
in, no matter what difficulties are the fate puts for you,
you should live the way of a Human. That is to become a
Human yourself and to help people around you. The most
significant point in this life is to be free inside in Spirit,
free of material world, and to go towards God without
turning from this path. Then in your external life you
will be able to bring utmost good to people and live a life
worthy of being called a Human. And that is the greatest
secret! Become a Human now and here in this egoistic,
material world. Be similar to a Lotus that grows amidst
dirt of a swamp, but despite that gains ideal purity! You
are a Human, and you have His seed in you!
With bated breath our company listened to these words spoken
by Sensei.
– Yes, in order to become a Human in this world, indeed, one
needs to have enormous willpower and courage, so that to keep
cleanness of thoughts, not soiled with the dirt of this swamp,
agreed Nicolai Andreevich. – A man, however, is generally inclined
to imitate the habit of life of the majority of people in the world.
That’s why all this longing for egoistic doings. That’s why we swim
in dirt, calming our Consciousness with phrases like ‘everybody
does that’, ‘everyone lives like that’. And after a pause he added:
– As for the Archons... Frankly, it would be quite interesting to
hear about these secret societies for me too. Not by temptation,
but because one needs to be able to make out what’s what; learn to
separate the wheat from the chaff...
Sensei nodded in approval to his answer: – The problem is
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that people want what Ariman was speaking about. They want
to become significant in this material world before other people,
satisfying ambitions of their Animal nature, instead of proving to
God that they are worthy of being called a Human, by aspiring to
Him and taking care of their soul. They want to become superrich
and famous, stepping over any verge, using any means soever, only
to achieve their goal. They live in order to be better than others
and possibly far better than others. Many are trying to make their
way to become leaders. Almost every single person believes that if
he was born in this world, he has a privilege to live best of all and
he’s certainly got to reach some specified heights in terms of career,
status, and material welfare.

* * *
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The Genuine Freedom

Victor sighed and uttered: – Everything’s right. You’ve got to
stay vigilant on guard of your thoughts and be cautious in choosing
your desires.
– Well, I agree. It would be great if you just mounted guard and
stayed vigilant, pronounced Stas. – But what if your guard is being
bombarded with such slogans as ‘freedom’, ‘equal opportunities’, if
they suggest it to you all around, while in truth using you as a slave?
Sensei replied: – ‘Freedom’ and ‘equality’ are among the
most luring word-traps of Ariman, because a man reacts to them
on the basis of spiritual needs. While then, owing to a skillful
interpretation of ‘democracy’ by Ariman...
– It is like a way to chose a slaveholder for yourself, or
something? Victor joked.
– Something like that, nodded Sensei. – You see, by means of
the word ‘freedom’ Ariman nowadays drives a person to recognition
that a man is able to achieve it only through money by having a
sufficient capital. Wealth and power are the key instruments
of manipulating with people’s consciousness. But the genuine
freedom is when a person grows higher than this world, higher
than material desires; when a man every day, every hour lives for
the sake of the soul, filling its treasury with good deeds, thoughts,
and helping people around. When a man lives not for the sake of his
egoism and importance, but for other people in the name of God.
* * *
– ...Much in the lives of people, in their spiritual making is
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based on who actually governs them. In the countries covertly
ruled by the Archons there reigns falsehood, deception, and
material nature that aggressively substitutes spiritual aspirations
and values of peoples. Against the background of fine words people
are converted to dumb, obedient slaves. The more such countries
there are under the rule of the Archons, the more humanity sinks
in the mud of matter, tipping the scale in favor of the Animal
nature. And naturally thus the quicker civilization approaches
its own destruction. While the main sense of existence
of humankind is in perfection of Spiritual nature, in a
chance of every individual to become a Human. As for the
flock of obedient bipeds, preoccupied about matter, it is perhaps
needed only for the Archons, for purely egoistic and ambitious
goals at that.
But I emphasize once again: every man has the right to
make his own choice!

* * *
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How to Oppose the Archons?

– ...The Archons made a mess? Sensei chuckled. – Let me
explain once again: those Archons are a pitiable handful of people
compared to the whole humanity! If people spit on them, they
would sink in this spittle. The Archons are only planning, while
it is for us, people, to decide whether to agree with their choice or
to stand up for our own. The collective choice depends entirely on
a personal choice of every individual based on internal outweigh
of either spiritual desires or animal deceit. Why do the Archons
drive us on war, revolutions, international discords, and we follow
like a flock of sheep and kill ones of our kind, not even thinking
about the consequences? Because the Archons are interested in
shaping of people incapable of independent thinking, search of
regular occurrences, and action. They are interested in slaves, who
can be manipulated through mass media, suggesting the Archons’
standards to them: how to look, how to act and think, which political
and life guidelines to hold by. They are continuously keeping people
in a constant fear of poverty, famine, material deprivations, fear for
their own life and health. A man starts to believe that such is real
life, and that such is his destiny.
Nothing of the kind! A man is always free in his personal
choice! All fears are begotten by the Animal nature, due
to its total fear of death. But any matter is mortal – it is a
law. However, a human is great as he is not just a piece of
matter and he is no slave. A colossal spiritual force is put
into him that is able to transform him into a Real Human,
in an essence much higher than this world. Freeing from
deceit, a man becomes stronger and smarter. The more
clever, spiritually free people are, the harder it is for the
Archons to implement their plans, and the weaker their
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influence on people becomes. And if all people know the
Truth, there will be nobody for the Archons to dictate
their terms to. In reality they are empty spaces. There
is only a handful of them. The decision is in people’s
hands: give in to provocations of the Archons and bring
the planet to the global war or throw down the Archons’
authority and create the golden age of this civilization.
The future of the world is in people’s hands. Everything
is very simple. You need to be the one whom the Archons
fear. You need to be a Human!

* * *
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Historical facts of the Archons’ activities
The causes of origination of countries and wars
– ...What do you think about why and how such a
country of the ‘Freedom’ as America was found? Or, for
example, what caused the First and the Second World
Wars?
– What do you mean ‘why’? – Nicolai Andreevich was
somewhat puzzled. – There were historical reasons for that, political
circumstances, chance, after all. As regarding the war, the cup of
patience was filled up, and the slightest pretext became the spark
that ignited hostility among the politicians who embroiled their
nations into these wars. Take for example the Sarajevo murder of
the Archduke of Austria, heir to the Austro-Hungarian throne. It is
exactly this incident that triggered the World War I
With a shadow of a smile Sensei uttered:
– I did not expect to hear a different answer. ‘Historical
reasons’, ‘political circumstances’, ‘chance’, ‘the cup
of patience was filled’ – these are merely clichés of the
Archons, stamped in the minds of peoples, so that no one
will have a wish to get at the roots of the events that took
place. The history, my dear doctor, does not chance, it
gets done.

* * *
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Great Britain under control of the Archons

– ...The methods of the Archons do not change, added Sensei and
after a short pause continued: – Unlike common people whose life is
fleeting, the Archons calculate their activity for centuries ahead. It is
not because these people live longer. No, their lives are like everyone
else’s – earthly, human. The matter is that they have such goals and
tasks of their organization. The events that took place in Great Britain
make a typical example of their destructive activity... Perhaps, I’ll
spare some extra time for this topic, so that you understand where
roots of similar events in the world come from.
– As soon as human population began to increase swiftly, the
Archons started to establish numerous different organizations,
secret societies, mystic movements, religious sects in order to
control as many people as possible through them with an attempt to
seize the major loci of the world power. One of the most influential
organizations created by the Archons was a group of the richest
Jews, or to be more precise the richest Judaic rabbis, who were
religious and political leaders of the Jewish people, living in various
countries...
– They see themselves as no less than the ‘messianic’ elite of
Judaism and asserted that absolutely all Jews of the world showed
solidarity with their aims (although in truth these were just highsounding statements, nothing more). Besides, their real goals were
far from what had been pictured to the public. It is with the help
of this organization that the Archons put Great Britain under their
command.
– They did in the following way. First of all, with the assistance
of these people, actively sponsoring various separatist parties, the
so-called ‘English revolution’ was plotted (starting from 1640 and
ending in 1689). But in fact it was a coup d‘etat with civil wars. Its
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goal was the dethronement of the Stuart dynasty being out of the
favor of the Archons. As a result of political manipulations in 1688
the Stuarts were removed from the throne, and already in 1689
William of Orange, a man of the ‘Freemasons’, was proclaimed the
king.
– Incidentally, in the same year this man came to power he
founded the ‘Orange Order’, which in its concealed objectives
corresponded to the current intentions of ‘Freemasons’ at that time.
For the public, however, it was advertised as an institution firmly
establishing Protestantism in the Kingdom of England. By the way,
this order still exists today.
– Now then, the newly-brought-to-light king William III,
according to the Archons’ plan embroiled the Kingdom of England
in a most costly war with France.
– Not only this bloodshed caused suffering among the peoples
of the two nations, but it also drastically drained financial resources
of both countries, especially those of the Kingdom of England.
However, it was this financial devastation that the Archons strived
for.
– Owing to insistent initiative of William III, the English
Treasury was persuaded to borrow 1.25 million Pounds Sterling from
the Jewish bankers. And not just borrow this money, but because of
huge government debt, it had to accept disadvantageous terms for
the benefit of the Jewish bankers.
– As a result of such an unfavorable deal for the English there
appeared the first private central bank, named the ‘Bank of England’.
It was exactly this bank that, according to the enslaving terms of the
England’s loan agreement, was permitted to consolidate the national
debt and to raise the sum from the English people by direct taxes,
lend 10 pounds in paper money for every pound of gold deposited,
set the gold standard for paper money. In consequence of that
this kind of banking activities brought a 50% profit on an investment
by the bank of 5%.
– Such an open, impertinent stealing, resulted in a sixteenfold
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increase of the England’s national debt to the Jewish bankers over
only four years. It is not enough that the English common people had
to pay for it all in every sense of the word, under such a debt of the
nation the Archons were now freely influencing political processes of
the country as Owners of this country. Soon their people appeared
on the Royal Mint as well, including not unknown to you Isaac
Newton...
– Here are some more facts for reflection, from the history of
those times known to you, indicating the abovementioned activities
of the Archons. After a sudden death of William III of Orange, when
the throne was passed to Anna (being the last of the Stuarts), – who,
do you think, controlled every step of the queen and actually ruled
the country? Sarah Marlborough (queen’s favorite) jointly with her
husband, Commander in Chief John Churchill Marlborough, who
in his times was an associate of William III of Orange. And after
Anna’s death who got the British throne? The Elector of Hanover
George I, a German who till the very end of his life had no clue about
a word in English. And who actually ruled Britain during his reign
and from that time on? Seventy influential families of the British
Parliament. And whose ‘candidates’ were they? The Archons’. And
just what a mess they’ve done in foreign politics, including America,
you may inquire on your own from the history. That‘s the long and
the short of it.
– So, in fact, what had happened back then in the history
of Europe? A common serious fraud: a small group of
German princes, sponsored by the Jewish bankers under
the guidance of ‘Freemasons’, dethroned the British king
and placed controllable to them Hanoverians on that
throne. And with the help of the latter ones not only did
they embroil Great Britain in a war, providing the country
with German troops, but they also considerably depleted
the British treasury. But most importantly, they made
Britain politically dependent from the Jewish bankers
and, naturally, the Archons.
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Foundation of Masonic Lodges in Europe

– ...Oh, yes. I’ll clarify one more point. The tactics of the
Archons, even with all this abundance of secret societies they
spawn, is rather intricate. Not only did they create these societies,
but they also provoked competition among them – up to harsh
opposition, gaining the most significant people over... It was done
in order to foul the trail of the Archons’ crimes, so that nobody
would find out who in fact stands behind these or those events.
– They hounded these secret societies at each other, while with
the hands of those performed what was advantageous for them.
And afterwards by means of their other ‘competing’ secret societies
they eliminated the ‘player’ who had served his political turn. So, in
general, for the Archons this was just a game of chess over people’s
lives, camouflaged with mysticism, power, and politics.
– Well, here’s an example on the issue of the competition.
Representatives of four large lodges met in London on June 24th,
1717. During this meeting there was founded the English Grand
Lodge, called the ‘Mother Grand Lodge of the World’ nowadays. One
of its main tasks was to insure that advantageous for the Archons
Hanover dynasty (the dynasty of the British kings from 1714 till
1901) remained on the throne. By the way, it was no accident that
some of posterity of this royal family filled various key posts in
secret societies of the ‘Freemasons’. Namely, Augustus Frederick,
king George IV, king Edward VII, king George VI. All this was very
favorable for the Archons, first of all, because of political influence
they exerted through their ‘queens’ on the world...
– Now then, there were a lot of people discontented with
overthrowing of the Stuarts. That is why in order to take this
‘discontented crowd’ under their control, in opposition the Archons
founded another lodge, the ‘Grand Lodge of Scotland’, which
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upheld the Stuarts’ supporters. And they just manipulated these
two systems of lodges, which owing to various provocations on the
part of the Archons, grew quite inimical of one another.
– They surely aren’t too scornful to use methods, noticed
Volodya and lamented: – Can you believe they muddle people’s
brains like that?!
– They use all means, starting from mind manipulation of a
single individual and ending with world outlook processing of large
groups of people.
– A single individual? inquired Ruslan.
Stas explained to him hastily, apparently, so that Sensei did not
deviate from the topic: – Well, kings and other high-ranking folks.
– Not only, Sensei answered to him. – Sometimes rarely but
accurately their close attention as well as manipulation is drawn
to commonplace (for other people) kids of eleven-twelve years old
from the lower social strata.
– The age of vital energy awakening, quietly noted Nicolai
Andreevich, who listened to Sensei attentively.
– Perfectly true. Should the Archons endeavor to bring up closely
such an individual through their organizations of ‘Freemasons’, the
results at times may be rather catastrophic for the whole humanity.
Take for instance such individual as Rothschild.

* * *
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The Rothschild’s Story

– ...Who is Rothschild? Victor inquired. – Never heard of him.
– No wonder, smiled Sensei. – He was a financial magnate of the
late 18th – early 19th c., precisely the times we are speaking about.
Nowadays he is spoken of as ‘the founder of influential dynasty of
bankers and businessmen, proprietors of well-known international
banking houses and corporations in various industries’. In different
countries a legend has been popularized through mass media that
this is a ‘self-made’ man, who ‘had climbed to such heights’, even
holding him as an example, in a sense, for the rising generation
that, say, ‘everybody has such opportunities’. Why do the Archons
promote embroidered stories of their ostentatious ‘pawns’? Lest
people have a curiosity to look behind the curtain and find out, who
manages those ‘pawns’ and ‘queens’, to realize what is really going
on in the world. And also in order to convince people that such
puppeteers as the Archons do not exist, that the history depends
entirely on thoughts and actions of a ‘single individual of power’.
– And what do they gain by such secrecy? Andrew shrugged
his shoulders.
– Time, circumstances, and control over people. Remaining
in a shadow is favorable for them since in the shadow their plans
are implemented... Now, back to question where such individual
as Rothschild appeared from and how the ‘Freemasons’ exploited
him. Knowing this will also help you understand how ‘the most
righteous and democratic country in the world’ was established
and whom it belongs to.
– Rothschild per se is a nickname, a pseudonym, which as
translated from the modern German means ‘Red Shield’ (Rotes
Schield). By the way, I should note that in old German Rhotes Schild
meant ‘deceitful signboard’. Not that it really matters, however. The
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man’s real name was Mayer Amschel Bauer. He was born in 1743
in an olden German city of Frankfurt on the Main in a family of a
petty Jewish merchant of ancient coins. When he was eleven and
a half years old, the fate brought him together with ‘Freemasonic’
agents. Because of his unusually active for such a young age
character as well his qualities of a ‘smart petty tradesman’, he was
‘noticed’ by those people as not a bad ‘material’ for new figures on
the chessboard of their grand masters.
– It was not past 6 months after that fatal acquaintance and
close contact with the representatives of ‘Freemasons’, when
already 12-year-old boy became an orphan. He was taken into
care by his relatives, who sent him to the city of Fϋrth for study
in a famous synagogue. By that time the ‘new friends’ had already
disclosed some of the secret matters to the boy. Knowing this he
began to perceive life differently. General knowledge was not of
much interest to him. At the synagogue, however, by experimenting
his abilities on his peers he passed for a real slyboots. He ran a
kind of money-changing business, and carried out his operations
for money. He put together various antique collections and brought
them into.
– When already being a young man, he returned to Frankfurt,
his patrons did not hurry to lend a helping hand to the orphan,
but watched his behavior in conditions of ‘poverty’. And here
Mayer kept his head. He took an active part in any work offered,
gradually enlarging the circle of his bargains. Satisfied with the
results of this ‘test’, the patrons got him a job in a banking-house
of Oppenheimer in Hanover where he rather quickly and efficiently
obtained practical work experience being at various positions and
walking all stairs of career ladder from bottom to top.
– Where? In Hanover? asked Nicolai Andreevich with
amazement. – Wait... You were just saying about the establishment
of the Hanoverian dynasty in England. Is it by chance one and the
same...
– Perfectly true... The city of Hanover in Germany was a
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breeding-ground for the ‘Freemasons’ in those times. That is why
it not by chance that after William III of Orange, as I’ve already
mentioned, the British throne was inherited exactly by the
Hanoverian dynasty (the Stuarts’ distant relatives). By the way, this
situation maintains today as well, since the Windsors (he current
Royal House of the United Kingdom) are directly originate from
the House of Hanover.
– So, that’s where the roots come from, Nicolai Andreevich
said quick-wittedly. – That’s a way to make a combination about
Britain! I thought why some of the English people still complain
about the ‘German governance’ in Great Britain.
– Exactly, Sensei affirmed.
– So, how did that guy... what‘s his name... Rothschild became
a financial wizard? Ruslan asked impatiently. – Made a profit out
of that bank?
– No. That was a peculiar school. When Rothschild was trained
and educated certain things, he returned to Frankfurt again. He
was kept, so-to-say, in reserve for the time being... During this
time the guy attempted to open his own antique coins and foreign
currency trade business. When the necessary political situation
was ripe, Mayer was brought into the big game. He was 21 at that
time. The same ‘Freemasons’ brought him together with another
figure on their chessboard – the heir prince William IX (future
Elector of Hesse) of the House of Hessen-Hanau...
– Already in five years Mayer Amshel became a court factor,
that is a commercial agent, a supplier of necessary goods for the
court, later on he was appointed as a chief court agent to the prince
house of Hessen-Hanau. But its main task set up before him by
‘Freemasons’ was a secret control over the financial activity of
William IX. By the way William, according to the advice of
‘Freemasons’ was first out of German princes who began to give
loans with interest. As a result, to his debtors (and consequently
people at ‘Freemasons’ were able to influence directly at) belonged
more than a half of rulers in Europe. Moreover, prince William
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‘leased’ his soldiers to other countries, of course, in the first turn
giving preference to those countries which were pointed out to him
by ‘Freemasons’. Due to his secret patrons he became a ‘friend’
of Hanoverians. Great Britain was his main client as it always
needed soldiers, including the control over its colonies in Nothern
America. By the way, note it for yourself. These German troops
which belonged to William later fought with the army of George
Washington in Valley Forge. There were more Germans in British
army against ‘Americans’ than British. At the same time German
soldiers from Prussia were supplied to the service of ‘Americans’ (or
to put it more precise, to the Europeans who settled down in British
colonies, most of them were British). By the way, the Prussian king
Frederick the Great, who supplied these soldiers, dealt with the
secret organization of ‘Freemasons’ since he was young and he was
under the influence of its ideas.
Eugene couldn’t keep saying with a laugh, – So it means that
Germans fought with Germans for independence of British against
British. It’s so stupid!
Sensei explained, – Well, the Archons made even more crafty
tricks!
– Here you are! Stas shook his head. – But why? Did Germans
need this war most of all?
In reply Volodya remarked reservedly, – There was no difference
for them where to fight and for which side, they were mercenaries.
Nikolai Andreevich sighed bitterly, – That’s the point! These
people didn’t care where to fight and which interests to defend, all
they needed was money.
Sensei listened to them and continued, – Right, and when
the piece of William IX (who was at that time one of the richest
people in Europe) ended to play his game on the chess-board of
the Archons, they just sacrificed him during their games with
– napoleonic wars. William had to leave the country and to live
many years in emigration. Try to guess whom has he entrusted –
temporarily all his business and money?
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– Was it Rothshild or what? Victor uttered half in jest.
– Right you are, it was him indeed, in the same manner
confirmed Sensei.
– And later… There was a little catling on the chess board and
due to considerable William’s capital Mayer Rothshild started to
conclude financial agreements for huge amounts of money at the
international level, with big profit for the Archons. For enabling big
international transactions ‘Freemasons’ even provided Rothshild
with a part of their excellently organized spy net which was much
more mobile than the best secret services of the European royal
houses. Moreover, these people not only brought latest news but
transported cash money and securities. Later, in order not to
reveal the spy system of ‘Freemasons’, they will ascribe as if it were
Rothshild who created himself the whole net of agents-informers
like royal spy services. These rumours were partly supported by
the fact which became known later that Rothshild has sponsored
the organization of the famous secret order of Bavarian ‘Illuminati’.
And that’s really true. But it was created not because of Rothshild’s
‘task’ but on request of ‘Freemasons’ who arranged a meeting in
the year of 1770 between one of their numerous ‘disciples’ Adam
Weishaupt and Mayer Rothshild in order for the first of them to
organize a secret order of ‘Illuminati’ at the university in the
German town of Ingolstadt (Upper Bavaria) and for the second to
credit this project. They staked a lot on this order in the light of
the world political events. That is why they set a task to Weishaupt
not only to expand and strengthen this order but to attract to it the
best and the brightest people from industry, business, education.
And in order to tie firmly high ranking officials to the order and to
set up an absolute control over them, they were allowed to use all
means, including impudent blackmail, bribery and sex. By the way,
the official date of foundation of this order is considered to be 1776,
pay attention to this date as it is a year when the United States’
Declaration of Independence was signed. It were the Bavarian
Illiminati who began to propagandize with new force the old slogan
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of the Archons ’Freedom, equality, brotherhood’. And it were their
circles which intensively elaborated the Archons’ plan of the ‘New
world order’ which later on started to be realized in foundation of
the USA.
– Were they called ‘Illuminati’? specified Victor with some
surprise.
– Yes. But I want to mention that this is only one link in the
chain of secret societies of ‘Freemasons’, it’s kind of ‘dubbing’ in
order to foul the trail and to patch the holes of possible information
leakage. The true illuminati, mates of Ariman, were founded many
centuries age in the secret Mesopotamian society ‘Brotherhood of
the Snake’. And their secret society exists till nowadays.
– So, let’s come back to Rothshild. Further on Rothshild joined
his grown up sons into the big politics games. Still in 1770 he
married the daughter of Jewish merchant who bore his five sons and
five daughters. When the guys grew up they also joined the circle
of ‘Freemasons’. First Rothshild made them his assistants, and
then, on request of his Masters, he assigned to different countries:
Nathan Rothshild organized a bank in London, Salomon in Vienna,
Kalman (Karl) in Naples, Jacob (James) in Paris. And in Frankfurt,
after Mayer’s death in 1812, was left to manage a bank his eldest
son Amshel who opened a bank in Berlin, too. In XIX century these
brothers already credited not only rulers and their states but due
to ‘Freemasons’ this money was spent for organization of wars and
provision for the whole armies.

* * *
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Origin of the United States of America
– ...Or let’s take the United States of America. How do you
think this state appeared? asked Sensei.
Nikolai Andreevich halted a little and answered with a quite
unsure voice, – As far as I know, this state was founded at the
end of the 18th century during the Independence war in Nothern
America. The commander-in-chief of the colonist army George
Washington became the first president of the USA.
– And do you know by which reason this war was launched and
who manipulated this person in order to create this state?
…After Christopher Columbus discovered in the year of 1492
the coast of America there started an rapid process of European
colonization of Nothern America. The Spaniards, the British, the
Dutch, the Swedes, the French aimed at conquering new lands, a
new source of indescribable enrichment. The natives were forced
out and mercilessly killed. For toiling on cotton and tobacco
plantation they imported masses of black people, the so called in
history ‘slaves’ from Afrika.
The organization of ‘Freemasons’ played not the last role in this
struggle for new lands. However, unlike the others they acted in a
more cunning way. When the countries which conquered the lands
of Nothern America, while competing among themselves, divided
the migrants from Europe into ‘theirs’ and ‘strangers’, ‘Freemasons’
acted in a complete different way. Through their secret lodges in
these countries they freely allocated their own organizations in
any colonial territory they liked, which was under control of this or
that country. Not only they placed their lodges there but under the
cover of ‘religion’ they formed from local inhabitants ‘their’ people
(regardless of European nationality) in order to get power on this
territory. Of course, it was done by ‘initiated members’ of the low
ranks of masonry. All of that was ruled from Europe, or to be more
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precise, from England which became that time a so-to-say parent
country for masons.
– …And now let’s throw a glance at how was founded – the
freest, the rightest, the most democratic country in the world, as the
USA is called nowadays. When European countries began to found
intensively colonies in the new lands of Nothern America, which
brought fabulous profit, ‘Freemasons’ started to provoke armed
conflicts in these colonies. And not only there. Due to their skilful
organization a whole range of revolutions swept over the territories
of Nothern and South America. It were they who organized also a so
called Independence war in Nothern America (1775-1783), during
which in 1776 the United States of America was founded. In 1783 in
Versailles (note this French town located not far from Paris) they
signed a so called Peace Treaty according to which Great Britain
acknowledged the independence of the USA. And who sponsored
both combatant parties (including supply of mercenaries, as you
know it already by the example of German soldiers) and initiated
this – reconciliation? ‘Freemasons’. In particular, the money for
prosecution of war in America (in their British colonies) the British
government borrowed from Jewish bankers, including Rothshild
as well. And for – struggle against British rule taking the money of
the same ‘Freemasons’ they created the continental ‘army’ under
the command of George Washington who was one of the ‘wards’ of
the masonic logde.
– Is a masonic lodge and ‘Freemasons’ one and the same?
inquired Kostya.
– Yes. They have the same Masters on top, clarified Sensei.
– ‘Maçon’ translated from French means literary ‘bricklayer’.
‘Freemasons’ began to call as ‘masons’ on of their new religious and
political organizations which they founded in England in XVIII
century. By the way, ‘freemason’ comes from the French word
‘franc-maçon’ which literary means ‘free mason’…
– According to generally accepted ‘history’, George Washington
joined the masonic lodge when he was twenty. Though he was
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noticed much earlier. When the boy was eleven, his father died,
who was an owner of the tobacco plantation. The boy was left with
his mother, his relations with her worsened constantly, of course,
not without help of his ‘new friends’. His brother Lawrence took
over his upbringing. When George became twenty, ‘Freemasons’
made his a heir of the big fortune, a rich landowner, after they had
killed Lawrence. Though officially it is considered till now that his
brother died from tuberculosis. It ‘happened’ right in 1752, when
there started the wars for territories between British and French
colonies. And by no means it was a chance that exactly this young
man was appointed in two years (in 1754) a commander-in-chief
of irregulars, and in 1755 he became a regiment commander.
Then they got him married to a young widow who possessed a big
fortune, forwarded his to politics and during a couple of years he
was regularly elected to the State Assembly on behalf of different
counties. During the elections George Washington, prompted by
‘Freemasons’, wasn’t stingy and as a rule paid generously mass
drinks for his ‘electorate’ and after votes calculations organized
grandiose balls.
– When started the planned by the Archons events connected
with foundation of an ‘independent state’, George Washington
was ‘elected’ a general to command the army collected ‘to defend
American Freedom’. If you had seen that ‘army’! ‘Soldiers’ were
recruited for short term, without having any military skills.
There was no discipline, but prospered desertion. In general,
the Washington’s army was quite inexperienced in comparison
to regular troops of their enemies. Nevertheless, when all the
‘decorations’ were created, the Archons nicely played this game.
Despite the fact that the British government didn’t want the war
and informed the colonies about its readiness to reconciliation, the
war for ‘independence’ took its place anyway as the Archons needed
‘their’ state. Fully financing the war, the Archons knew, of course,
who and when would win. And for doing it they created certain
political conditions. So, the British with their ‘strong regular army’
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capitulated in the allotted time. For many people who believed the
slogans of the Archons this was the war for independence. For the
Archons themselves and the narrow circle of their people it was
just a show!
After the war ‘Freemasons’ made from Washington the ‘war
hero’, ‘saviour of motherland’, and devised a lot of legends about
him. To say it brief, they systematically prepared the public opinion
to the promotion of their candidate to presidents of a new country,
and it happened so later, implicitly.
They created the corresponding government. As a result instead
of an ‘independent, free state’ they created a state where the power
de-facto belonged to ‘Freemasons’. The declaration of independence
was prepared and signed exclusively by representatives of this
secret organization. The US Constitution was composed and signed
by masons. George Washington and the majority of his generals
were ‘Freemasons’. In general later only a trusted person controlled
by this organization had a chance to become a president of this
country. This situation is preserved till now. I don’t even mention
about the Congress and the Senate.
– And how do they elect the president in the USA? Try to find
this information, just to know. Not only the nation ‘votes’ for one
of the candidates presented by those we are talking now about, its
opinion and choice doesn’t play any role at all. ‘Fathers-founders’
of the USA, when creating this state, decided that the nation
may make a ‘wrong’ choice because of its political ignorance.
Therefore the ‘fathers’ organized a so called ‘electoral college’,
with representatives from each state who are also members of the
Congress (the Senate and Chamber of representatives). Namely
these people, independent from the opinion of the nation and voting
results, ‘finally decide’ who will become a president of this country.
– How can they call it elections? Nikolai Andreevich was
surprised. – It’s a true fiction! How can they call it democracy?!
– Well, the history repeats itself, grinned Sensei. – A priests
collegium in Babylon, a pontifics collegium in Ancient Rome, an
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‘electoral college’ in the USA… There is nothing new under the
moon… If you look attentively at the US symbols, almost all like
primary Star Flag with 13 stripes and 13 stars (which as though
correspond to 13 primary states, former British colonies), American
stamp, pyramid with the all-seeing eye, the State Emblem on the
back of the stamp, Phoenix (in their understanding it’s an eagle), all
of that belongs to symbols of ‘Freemasons’, and namely those very
masons of Ariman who were organized after the times of Imhotep.
– In history there are some mentions that these symbols were
as if elaborated on request of Rothshild and their drafts were
made by Adam Weishaupt. But in fact it’s already a loopback of
information leakage on certain famous historical personalities.
These symbols were elaborated long time ago and not at the level of
puppet executors like Rothshild.
Nikolai Andreevich uttered with even more interest, – Really?!
I didn’t know of that. I have seen once an image of the American
stamp in a magazine. There was an eagle holding with its pounces
arrows on the left, and on the right an olive branch and the sun
over it, with blue sky and stars inside, and in the center of its chest
there was this stripes flag. I didn’t notice anything special in it.
– It’s because you didn’t look attentively, emphasized Sensei
with humour. – If you had been more curious in this question,
you would notice that there are not just thirteen arrows, but three
central of them form a triangle, with a top downwards. Since
the thirteenth, the ‘Invisible’, is always hidden. The olive branch
consists of 13 leaves and 13 fruits. Even in each wing of the eagle
they painted 32 feathers. And if you had looked more attentively at
those stars inside of the sun, you would seen there a sign called as
a David star, two isosceles triangle imposed at each other, one with
its top upwards, the other downwards. And the sum of the stars
which compose this sign also makes thirteen.
– A hexagram?! wondered Nikolai Andreevich. – A hexactinal
star, this symbol of Judaism crowns the stamp of the USA?! That’s
a piece of news for me!
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– It’s not a news! It’s a old antiquity, joked Sensei. – It’s a symbol
of Jewish priests which demonstrate the real Masters of America…
By the way, the Rothshild family, when it received a title of nobility
in 1817, included openly the David star into its family emblem.
– What is a David star? Is it the one depicted on the flag of
Israel? specified Volodya.
– Yes, andswered Sensei. – In general, this symbol has a quite
ancient origin. A hexagram as a special sign was known not only in
Middle and Near East (where it was quite popular as a symbol of
cult of goddess Astarte) but in ancient India. At certain time this
sign was usurped by Jewish priests from these peoples. Later it was
used in Jewish communities as a symbol on stamps, flag (the so
called – David flag which was a red cloth with a hexactinal star).
– Thirteen is a symbol of the highest circle of power. And who
and with which purpose uses this power, it’s another question. The
Archons pay big attention to signs and symbols, as they mark with
them the places of their possessions: whose territory it is, to whom
it belongs and who is behind all of that.

* * *

As far as the financial situation in the USA concerned… One
can say that the history repeated itself. In 1790 ‘Freemasons’
brought to position of finance minister Alexander Hamilton who
was during the war ‘for independence’ a secretary of George
Washington. He created ‘the First National Bank of the United
States’, the first Central Bank in the US controlled by Rothshild,
which was structurally similar to the known to you private ‘Bank of
England’. ‘Freemasons’, having concentrated main capital in their
hands, from time to time intentionally destabilized the economy
of the USA. What for? Their purpose was not just to prolong the
term of agreement between this bank and the state but to make
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American people debtors depending on these bank creditors.
– Here is a simple example for you. Still in 1811 the same
Rothshild used his influence on the British parliament so that
Great Britain asserted again its right on territories in the USA.
It led again to the war of 1812-1814. As a result the people of the
USA were again strongly endebted and dependant. Who provided
credits to the government? The bankers of the Central Bank. Now
you see their trick. By the way, this bank became in 1913 ‘Federal
Reserve Bank’, and today it’s the central bank of the USA. But its
true Masters have not changed!
– Or here is another example for you. In 1861-1865 in order
to cool down emotions of people dissatisfied by the existing rules,
‘Freemasons’ provoked the civil war in the USA. The country
divided itself into ‘Nothern’ and ‘Southern’. The London bank of
Rothshild financed the ‘North’, and the Paris bank of Rothshild
sponsored the ‘South’. Rothilds provided both sided with guns and
supply, and earned huge capital on it.
– It’s the same like playing a chess game with yourself. Whoever
wins, black or white pieces, the gamer wins anyway. The only looser
were the American people, both ‘Nothern’ and ‘Southern’.
– So, wars and revolutions happen not just
occasionally. Those who provoke them, earn on them.
War is a grief for ordinary people. But for the Archons and
their accomplices financiers is a very profitable business.
Some of them expand spheres of their influence, and the
others increase their capital. And ordinary people suffer
from that.
– Well, they are skillful in setting us against each other, uttered
Nikolai Andreevich thoughtfully. – It just shows once again our
human weakness…
– … and stupidity, added Eugene.
Victor shook his head blamefully, – Such a big state, one can
say the whole continent, and such a fraud.
– It became ‘big’ much later, remarked Sensei. – And also
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as a result of trickery, fraud and impudent takeover of foreign
lands. Since in the beginning the ‘independent state’ consisted of
13 former British colonies which were located on the territory of
Eastern coast of Nothern America. And then systematically, using
very different means, icluding wars, bribery, blackmail, every ten
years during a century they expanded their territories to nowadays
size.
For example, how they ‘acquired’ the biggest French colony,
Louisiana, which territory stretched from New Orlean to Canada.
By the way, to the end of XVIII century France possessed the
biggest colonies on the territory of Nothern America. And it served
also one of the main reasons of considerable weakening of this state
due to provoked by ‘Freemasons’ huge economic crises in France (it
was a result of ‘help’ of the French government to the USA in their
‘war for independence’, the ‘help’ which in its turn increased the
public debt of France in several times) and as its consequence, the
so called ‘Great French revolution’.
– It means that in fact it was not a will of French people? Victor
asked surprised. – Was it all planned before? And we were told at
the law faculty about the dethronement of the monarchy, rebellion,
power of people.
– It was just one of the shows arranged by the Archons, Sensei
sighed heavily. – As soon as George Washington came to power as
the first president of a newly created by ‘Freemasons’ state, almost
in a few days the Archons began to actively realize the second stage
of their program on expansion of boundaries of the USA. In order
to weaken the control of France over colonies in America they
were interested in, there was arranged a revolution in France. And
again, who arranged the ‘Great French revolution’? ‘Freemasons’
with their subordinate masons, ‘ideologists’ and ‘public figures’ like
Voltaire, Diderot, Rousseau, Robespierre, Marat and others… Note
to yourselves that the inauguration of the first president of the USA
George Washington took place in the city of New York, which was
that time the capital of the USA, on April 30, 1789.
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– On April 30? Nikolai Andreevich was amazed. – When
celebrating the Walpurgis-night?’
– Right you are, confirmed Sensei with a smile. – This date was
chosen not just occasionally…

* * *
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Goethe Freemasons activity
– ...He was also one of the working ‘horses’ of ‘Freemasons’. –
Kostya looked at Sensei with such an amazement as if he had
declared about the Martian invasion to the Earth. – By the way,
Johann Wolfgang was born in 1749 in the family of wealthy
Imperial advisor (he was a lawyer by occupation, the doctor
of law) and the daughter of highest official of Frankfurt, the
noble married couple in Frankfurt am Main. The guy studied
languages thouroughly, including Hebrew. He directly belonged
to ‘Freemasons’. Not by chance the novel ’The Sorrows of Young
Werther – which made young Goethe famous was published
in many copies and actively distributed not only in Germany,
but also abroad. And noway by chance this novel influenced
the world-view of young people so that the whole epidemic of
suicides in imitation of the main character of this novel. And
noway by chance Goethe became a famous politician and his
writings were promoted to the level of world best-sellers.

* * *
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The French revolution
– ...On April 30, 1789, there was an inauguration of the
first president of the USA. And starting from May 5, 1789, there
happened violent events of the French revolution. Everything
went according to the old scheme of the Archons, the same
they used while creating the Roman empire, destruction of the ‘old,
good England’, creation of the USA and in other countries. First
there happens a revolution, then they create a republic,
later they introduced a military dictatorship, and finally
this country was headed by the puppet which had to obey
to financial aristocracy controlled by the Archons. It
happened so in France, too. Hiding under nice slogans, they set on
people to fight each other. A lot of blood was shed, and as a result
people comfortable for the Archons came to power. In 1792 they
set up a republic. In 1799 after the coup d’etat they established a
dictatorship of Napoleon. And already in 1803, by the way also on
April 30, the representative of the USA ‘started the negotiations’ with
Napoleon about acquisition of Louisiana. By that time ‘Freemasons’
organized a range of rebellions in French colonies. Moreover, they
followed an aggressive policy of colonization by Americans of rich
and fertile lands. So Napoleon, as now the historian describe those
events, Sensei uttered grinning, – was made an offer he couldn’t
reject: either he sells now those territories for proposed to him
symbolic price, or he loses anyway those territories and receives
nothing for them.
apoleon was a puppet which was brought to power by people
of the Archons. That time he was actively prepared to wars in
Europe, when the question about colonies was put before him. He
understood clearly that he had no choice. Therefore he has done
so as they said to him. He sold without unnecessary questions
Louisiana, and for that already in 1804 the Archons ‘rewarded’ him
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for obeyance with a title of emperor.
– So, it means that Napoleonic wars weren’t occasional? asked
Victor.
– Of course. By the way, the Napoleonic wars, the USA law on
embargo, the war with Great Britain in 1812 favoured a very quick
development of the US industry.
– Well, they calculated all, Nikolai Andreevich smiled bitterly.
– And how did the USA receive the Spanish colony, Florid?
There was the same tactics. They arranged revolution in colonies and
started to impudently colonize these territories with their colonists.
And then, to make a show before the public, they made the same
offer to the Spanish government as at certain time to Napoleon.
They paid just a symbolic price for ‘satisfaction of pretensions of
some big Spanish landlords’, and in fact they were the players of
the Archons, and added this piece of land to them. The same tactics
was used regarding other lands which became later their states. I
don’t even mention Mexico. They just unleashed war with it and
cutted without shame a half of its former huge territory. And later,
in order to show the whole world, how ‘democratic’ they are, they
symbolically ‘paid’ to it a ridiculous price for these lands.

* * *
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Preparation to the World War I

– ...When the Archons finished the realization of their plan
on expansion of state boundaries, they started in the same
barbarian manner to artificially raise the economy of the USA
to the level of the world leader and to strengthen the position of
this state as a superpower. In order to considerably weaken their
strong European competitors, including Russia which accelerated
economic growth (by the way, its army was the biggest in the world
at that time), Germany which became even stronger thatn England
both industrially and militarily, the Archons provoked the World
War I. That is when the situation in Europe, while they were busy
with creation of the USA, started in fact to go beyond their control,
they arranged the ‘world revision’, with redistribution of spheres of
influence, colonies, capital investments, raw material sources and
sales markets. They elaborated and meticulously planned every
detail. The preparation to the World War I was held by the so called
‘Committee of 300’.

* * *
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The ‘Committee of 300’ and other organizations of
the Archons
– ...This is one of the organizations which belongs to the
nowadays hierarchy pyramid of the Archons. For you to better
understand it, I will tell you in detail about the structure of the
present pyramid of the Archons. So, under control of Ariman (who
is called in very narrow circles as ‘All-seeing eye’, and in wider
circles is perceived more abstraclty as a ‘leading spirit’, ‘Lucifer’s
eye’) there are twelve Archons. This closed ‘priestly circle’ forms
together the ‘Council of 13’, six members of which are empowered
also as priestly ‘Judges’ under lead of Ariman. This is, in fact, is
the main core of the Archons. Then, under control of the Archons
there is the ‘Council of 33’ where the highest ranks of ‘Freemasons’
are represented who have wide spheres of influence in the world
politics, economy and church. These ‘Freemasons’ in their turn
compose the elite of the ‘Committee of 300’.
– I would like to emphasize that first this committee, founded
in 1729 by the organization called ‘British East India Trading
Company’ was aimed at different merchant delas, in order to
support opium trade and provide transactions with international
banks. It was guided through the British Crown. But when it was
pressed down by ‘Freemasons’, the situation changed considerably.
Today the ‘Committee of 300’ includes more than three hundred
members, including the most influential representatives of Western
countries. It includes the main part of the world banking system.
– Then there are many other secret organizations which
compose each other like spring onion leaves. Actually these
‘leaves’ go from a certain group of people who create at once a few
different branches which they join themselves. The Archons find
it comfortable that one and the same their influential man, apart
from the fact that he possesses some big international companies
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or corporations or takes up some influential post on international
level, is a member of several secret societies where he controls
secretly its members and at the same time he provides a link to
other branches of this unified system.
– For example, one of the controlled by representatives of the
Archons organizations ‘Round table’ created a daughter half-secret
organization ‘Council on Foreign Relations’ (CFR) which is now
one of the most influential organizations in the USA. Almost all
American presidents were members of CFR before they were elected
to this position. By the way, CFR controls the World Bank. The
interal circle of CFR is the order ‘Skull and Bones’ which in its turn
includes the internal circle of the ‘Jason Society’ which is a branch
of the ‘Order of the Quest’. By the way, namely these people are
elected as executive members of the ‘Council on Foreign Relations’,
as well as of the ‘Trilateral commission’. Members of these orders
take a certain oath which liberates them from any obligations
towards anybody or anything, I mean, nation, government, law
of any country etc. They consider that their oath neutralize any
other oath which can be taken by a member of the order during
his activities. That means that they are loyal and trustful only in
respect of their order.
– I don’t even mention about such American and European
organization like the ‘Bilderbergers’ (founded by the former SSman who served at ‘I.G.Farben’, member of the ‘Committee of
300’, and known today in the history under the name of Prince
Bernhard of the Netherlands), which members are the most
influential financiers, industrialists, statesmen and scientists.
The Bilderberger committees, with their head-quarters located
in Switzerland, consist of members of different secret societies of
‘Freemasons’, for example, ‘Vatikan’, ‘Black nobility’ etc.
– Is NATO also under these Arimanic structures? asked
Andrew.
– Of course, it’s their first whip.
– And the UN? Tatyana cast a sidelong look distrustfully.
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– Yes, nodded Sensei.
– Well, it’s clear with NATO, as it is a military organization.
But the UN? the girl shrugged her shoulders. – We were told at
school that this organization was founded in order to develop
international relations, to keep and strengthen peace for security
in the whole world…
– No wonder that this information about the UN is given in this
way. We are for the Archons just ‘public’ which should have a formed
by them ‘opinion’ since childhood. How many are there historians
from the Archons? And all of them write ‘history’. Although if you
look thoroughly you will find what you need. And concerning the
United Nations Organization, I will tell you about its foundation,
but a little bit later so that you will understand, in the context with
other information, why the Archons need such structures.

* * *
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The World War I
– ...So, the ‘Committee of 300’ was dealing with preparation
to the World War I. It created a range of organizations which
carried out a fundamental investigation and analysis of plan of
actions which would bring to the desired result. It included also
as a secondary task a psychological manipulation of population by
the so called technique of ‘social conditioning’ so that to change the
public opinion in many countries in favour of war and to make so
that people would perceive the information supplied through mass
media without any rational or critical approach.
– When the all-sided ‘calculation’ was over, the necessary
agreements signed, that is everything was ready, they just used a
trivial conflict between Austria-Hungary and Serbia concerning
the assasination in Sarajevo of Austrian throne heir, Archduke
Franz Ferdinand and his wife Sofia by Serbian killers who belonged
to the occult secret society ‘Black hand’. Under the pressure of
‘Freemasons’ Austria-Hungary declared to Serbia a deliberately
unrealizable ultimatum. And though Serbia agreed to fulfil a range
of requests, the ‘statesmen’ of Austria-Hungary still declared it a
war. And then it started! Germany declared a war to Russia, then
to France. Great Britain declared a war to Germany. Each country’s
ally helps it and participates on its side. And some time ago the
signing of these ‘allied agreements’ was initiated through their
subordinates by those who were directly dealing with elaboration
of the war plans.
– Thirty eight countries were engaged in this war, in most of
them there suffered population, economy was destroyed. In fact
three empires were ruined: the Russian, the German and the
Austro-Hungarian. Moreover, on the remnants of these empires
there was built the same old worn-out form of rule, ‘republic’, which
was used by the Archons during the shift of power already since the
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times of Ancient Rome. The Latin word ‘respublica’ means literary
‘public affair’. Though, regarding the history de-facto, one should
call it in a more right way as the ‘Archons’ affair’. They say loud that
this is a form of rule when the head of the state is chosen by the
population. But in fact this head is chosen by a certain collegium
of people who unfortunately often represent the interests of the
Archons. And I’m not even surprised that most of modern states
today are republics.

* * *
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The Archons’ fear before Slavyans
– ...Here you are! But we are also called the Union of Soviet
Socialist republics, Eugene claped his forehead, as this thought
dawned upon him. And he expressed himself at once, – But I’m a
patriot anyway! I love USSR! However good or bad it may be, it’s
my native country!
I love it, too, with a heavy sigh uttered Sensei. – Though
nobody asks nation about its love to its motherland when some
destructive persons, on the Archon’s request, bring about chaos
and disorder in its country and impudently thrust it the ideology of
the Archons. Though in regard to Slavyan lands, however
call them, Slavyans always remain to be Slavyans. This is
an eternal bone in a throat of the Archons. The Slavyan
people are so unpredictable for the perverted logics of
the Archons… For example, there was the Russian empire. When
Russia was slowly opening its ‘window to Europe’, it didn’t interest
anybody. But as soon as due to considerable economic growth it
opened its hospitable door to the world, the Archons got seriously
worried. No only that the representatives of the Archons were
actually dismissed from governing this country, mostly due to Petr
Arkadievich Stolypin, but Russia began to become in influential
country at the international level, and it was a serious danger for
the empire of the Archons. And the problem wasn’t in money. The
Slavyan mentality is the most fearful for them. It’s no joke
if the Slavyan generosity of soul will touch the minds of
other peoples, will really awaken their souls put to sleep
by the sweet stories and promises of the Archons? The
world of the Archons is built on egotism and the Animal
nature. They control the whole world by money. It means
that the empire of Ego created by the Archons, where the
chief god of people is money, will be destroyed! It means
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that there will be ruined their personal power over those
countries and peoples who will turn to their spiritual
sources not by word but in deed. It means that the story with
Imhotep will be repeated, but now in on a scale not of only one
country? For the Archons this situation is much worse than death!
– So, in order not to let this global for them disaster, they began
to seriously destroy the Russian empire. They not only engaged
the country into the war, but they financed an artificially made
crisis and unleashed a civil war. They sponsored the February
bourgeois revolution and brought to power the so called Temporary
government where all eleven ministers were masons. I don’t even
mention the head of the cabinet Kerensky, the born Aron Kirbis,
a son of a Jewess, a level 32 mason with a masonic Jewish title of
the ‘Knight Kadosh’. When this ‘demagogue’ was positioned at the
highest top of power, he almost in half a year destroyed the Russian
army, state rule, court and police, ruined economy, depreciated
Russian money. It wasn’t possible to imagine a better result for
the Archons, the collapse of the great empire during such a short
period of time.

* * *
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Collapse of German and Austro-Hungarian empires
– ...And what have they done to German and Austro-Hungarian
empires? People of the Archons ensnared before the war the
governments of these countries by their influential ‘advisors’,
formed a certain group of ‘their’ people which became later a core
of the German-Austrian military bloc. They unleashed with their
help the global war, considerably weakened these countries. They
ruined Austro-Hungary at all, making on its lands small weak
states. And they concluded with Germany at the end of the war
a wittingly unrealizable for this country shackling agreement
called as ‘Peace Treaty of Versailles 1919’ which would lead after
its complete fullfilment to the collapse of Germany as a state, or to
the new world war, on which the Archons made a stake. And then
people of the Archons technically deleted in Germany all the traces
of their activity by the revolution in November 1918 in this country.
It was presented to the nation as if this revolution dethroned
monarchy and established the so called Weimar republic, in which
afterwards, note it to yourselves, during 14 years of its existance
the cabinet of ministers was changed 21 times. By the way, the
US constitution served as an example for the fundamentals of the
Weimar constitution...

* * *
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Consequences of the World War I for Europe and the
USA
– ...I don’t even mention about that acute economic crises
which was caused by the World War I. This slaughter dictated
by the Archons led to the astronomical growth of public debt in
almost every country-participant of the war. Even England ran
up a debt. Where did they get credits for recovery of the ruined
economy and pay-back of the external public debt to international
bankers? From the same internation bankers who in fact initiated
all this ‘theatre of military actions’, expanded its ‘debtor’s prisons’
and through taxes robbed ordinary people of these countries.
And which country received a global benefit from this war?
The USA. The economy of this country during the years of the
World War I grew with furious pace owing to military orders of the
Allied countries. Making benefit of the fact that there was a war
in Europe and leading European companies were forced to partly
reduce their activities, American ‘business sharks’ swimming on
the lead of the Archons began to capture new markets almost in all
main regions of the globe. Certainly, they got enough of after-war
’captured material’. Right during this war the USA turned from the
debtor into the big world creditor, and New York became a leading
creditor of the capitalist world.
– Well, what a crafty trick they played, Volodya shook his head,
– It’s a pity that it’s just a miserable small group of moneymakers in
comparison with the whole humankind, but so many people have
died because of them.

* * *
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The Foundation of the League of Nations
Sensei agreed to him and went on: – So, right after this war
people of the Archons founded the so called ‘League of Nations’ on
which base they founded later the UN…
Nikolai Andreevich glanced amazed at Sensei.
– Does it mean that if the League of Nations was founded right
after the World War I…
– That’s true, Sensei said ahead of his considerations, – It
was created as a following consequence to next events. Two years
before the official date of foundation of this organization its main
provisions were announced during the extended meeting of
‘Freemasons’ in Paris. The foundation of the League of Nations was
presented to the world public as a necessary international union
of states for security and peace keeping in the world. But in fact
under the aegis of this organization they approved the world order
which matched the interests of the Archons. The primary members
of the League of Nations were 32 states (many of them, actually,
were forced to join it) which signed the Peace Treaty of Versailles.
There were also 13 invited neutral states. The head-quarter of this
organization was located in Switzerland, in Geneve. By the way,
the Archons used Switzerland as one of their dens for storage of
their capital, after they declared it to be a country with ‘unlimited
neutrality’. During two world wars when Switzerland due to its
central location in Europe was in fact in the hell of military actions,
not a single shell fell on its territory. Namely Switzerland became in
30-s a place where settled down residents of all secret services of
almost all countries which were preparing to the next war arranged
by the Archons.
According to the statute of the League of Nations all international
conflicts had to be solved in a peaceful way through the mediation
or arbitration of the Council of the League of Nations. And those
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who would break peace had to be sanctioned.
But all of that was for show and feigned, for the Archons to
more comfortably control the situation and fulfil their plans. In the
end of 30-s when ‘Freemasons’ sculped for the Archons a new ‘chess
piece’ on the world political board under the name of Adolf Hitler,
Germany started to prepare itself to the new war, breaking here
and there all the agreements. Top officials of the League of Nations
pretended to behave as if they notice nothing and they took an open
position of passivity and inactivity. This ‘peaceful’ organization
didn’t raise a finger to prevent the World War II, despite the fact
that almost all states of Europe knew about preparation to it.
Was the World War II also planned by the Archons? Slava got
surprised.
– Yes. However this time they’ve done it much more scaled, in
order to expand their influence and increase profit. They involved
into it already seventy two states, and planned military actions
on the territory of forty states, it meant the unavoidable after-war
dependence of those countries on international creditors who were
in fact representatives of the Archons…

* * *
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The Hitler’s story
– ...It came to a small pause in the conversation after which
Volodya asked Sensei, – And what did you say about Hitler? Was he
‘sculped’ by ‘Freemasons’?
– Yes.
– I hear it for the first time. I thought that he was just a
charismatic politician and managed with his team to come to
power.
– Me too, Victore agreed with him. – And what happened there
in reality?
– It’s the whole story, Sensei remarked unwillingly.
– Sensei, please enlighten us, Volodya asked expressing the
general opinion. – I know for sure that what you will say, I won’t
find in any book.
– Well, if you try hard, you can find everything, if there is a
wish and a head on its place, Sensei replied him half in jest, but he
yielded to the request of the guys and told the following. – Hitler
wasn’t always Hitler. He was born like everybody, with a ‘clear
screen of mind’. He was a quite gifted by internal power person
who even dreamt of becoming a priest. In general I should mention
that many people are born gifted. Just coming to the system of
everyday routine concerns they, as a rule, aren’t realized fully… So,
Adolf made his choice at certain moment of his life in favour of the
Archons’ ideology and defeated completely to his Animal nature.
Otherwise he could use his internal power for good and become a
real saint in the spiritual world.
– Hitler could become a saint?! Andrew got surprized. – I can’t
even compose this phrase in my head.
– You opinion just reflects the consequence of his choice,
remarked Sensei and continued. – As far as the parents of Hitler
concerned, I would like to mention that his father Alois first used
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the family name of his mother, Schicklgruber. But as afterwards he
was brought up in the family of his uncle Johann Hitler he changed
it to Hitler. With time Alois got fixed up in a job of Austrian customs
officer. His last wife, Klara Poelzl, was 23 years younger than her
husband. Their families were close relatives. Adolf was born in
1889 in a small Austrian town of Braunau, on the border of Austria
and Germany. His brothers and sisters died in the early childhood.
Only he and his younger sister Paula reached mature age. In the
family his father reigned as a despot who drank a lot and beat often
his children, of course it had consequences on their mind.
– Right, Nikolai Andreevich nodded, – quite often people even
don’t understand what awful consequences for the future they lay
by their unreasonable egoistic behaviour in the family.
Sensei agreed to him and went on, – That’s why the boy was
growing up reserved and unsociable. Sharp changes in mood were
inherent to him, from the strong agitation to the deep depression.
When the boy was eight, his mother, being religious Catholic, sent
young Adolf to Austrian town of Lambach, to the parochial school
of the Benedictine monastery hoping that he would become a
priest. And that monastery happened to be not an ordinary place.
Not occasionally the building of that monastery was decorated by
swastika, including altar and entry door. The golden swastika was
also on the emblem of the superior Theodor Hagen. Under the cover
of this Catholic monastery there was hidden the whole secret order
which practiced under the pretence of Eastern esoteric knowledge
occult practices of ‘Freemasons’, using their rites of power.
– In one year of Adolf’s stay in the monastery Theodor Hagen,
the supperior of the monastery, passed away. After his death there
came cistercian monch Josef Lanz who showed to the heads of
the monastery his ‘letters of credence’ from the very Vatikan. He
was given access to some of the most guarded papers from the
library of this monastery. These papers included a range of ancient
manuscripts which were brought once by Hagen from the Near
East, when he has fulfilled the task given by the leaders of this
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order.
– Josef Lanz studied these documents and was amazed not
only by the information found by him, but by practical knowledge
of occult techniques which awoke certain forces and gave some
abilities. But in order to use them, he needed to have his internal
circle. And he got help to solve this problem. Young Adolf got to the
circle of ‘chosen’ by Lanz, and he admired with childish trustfulness
and naivety the pomposity of church holidays and mystical mystery
of rites carried out in the monastery. So, he didn’t just sing songs in
the children’s choir and served during a mass…
– The boy began to change at once. A spontaneous disclosure
of force happened to him. Adolf’s mother couldn’t fail to notice
that. As Adolf loved his mother, he told her what he had sworn on
the request of his superiors not to tell anybody. The mother was
horrified by what she had heard her beloved son was actually
‘taught’ there. Having known what happened in that monastery,
she not only took her son from it. Their family rapidly left to
another place, on decision of the father, who also had fear that it
would become known to all. Though in the official version it was
stated that the boy was excluded from the school of that monastery
for he was caught smoking in the monastery garden… But however
hard the parents did their best, it was too late. As the spontaneous
awakening of that force led not only to positive changes in the boy
(he began to succeed in studies, expecially with those subjects
he liked, he revealed the evident leadership abilities), but also to
negative manifestations which were actually the reason why his
parents passed away early.
– So did it happen to him on the subconsious level? asked
Nikolai Andreevich.
– Right you are. Later Hitler, when a young man, got into touch
with those people himself, left the school for them and in fact he
was left with unfinished school education. It should be mentioned
that starting from the year when Adolf’s family so rapidly left
that place, there happened many events which caused a range of
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other events. Josef Lanz left the monastery and changed his name
to Lanz von Liebenfels. Supported by certain interested persons,
representatives of ‘Freemasons’, whose threads lead to Vatikan as
well, he founded in 1900 a ‘spiritual’ secret society the ‘Order of
new temple’ (or the ‘Order of the New Templars’) and located its
residence in Vienna. Later he issued the famous magazine ‘Ostara’,
named so in honour of German goddess of spring light of May.
He wrote several books. The main topics touched by Lanz were
about Hyperborea, Agarty, Shambala, Asgard, a legendary ancient
capital, Thule.
– The ‘Order of new temple’ became one of the centers of the
occult trend called as ‘Vienai’ what means in old German ‘initiation’.
However, not only this society flourished that years. The same
sponsors-roots of ‘Freemasons’ gave birth to many other orders
and secret societies. For example, one of the branches of the same
occult trends ‘Vienai’, the order of Guido von List, Austrian poet
and occultist, founder of the school of runic magic. He developed
the whole theory of armanism which, in his opinion, presented
the an esoteric part of ancient German religion and its mysterious
knowledge. It were peculiar conclusions of a man who was at
certain time very impressed by publications on Indian occultism, by
writings by Blavatsky, Nitzsche and of course by ancient mythology
of German peoples.
– Anyway, ‘Freemasons’ benefited on expansion of such
nationalistic views among the population. They tried to open
such organizations in different cities. In that very Munich there
appeared in 1918 one more subsidiary of their lodge, the ‘Thule
society’, under the lead of baron Rudolf von Zebottendorf, the
official goal of which for all sounded quite innocent: the studies of
ancient German culture.
As long as Sensei made a little pause, Victor uttered, – I can’t
quite imagine for myself Vatikan which was interested in Shambala.
– ‘Freemasons’ have been always chasing after any information
concerning Shambala, replied Sensei.
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– You see, what a splash of growth experienced all those
societies that time, remarked Nikolai Andreevich.
– Not at all, dear doctor, interest to this knowledge was always
present and attempts to found different societies of this sort have
never stopped. There are enough of them nowadays, too. Just
because of the war many people have a little bit received quite
enough information about a small period of time concerning this
issue. And the issue of Shambala was of current importance at all
times… So, a few words about Hitler. Adolf took also a great interest
in all those occult trends, read these writings. And not by occasion
he chose for realization of his youthful plans the city of Vienna. It
was not connected with the Vienna academy of fine arts which he
tried to enter but with that secret society of his ‘old friends’ who
were by that time in Vienna and which he visited eagerly even when
under the circumstances he was in poverty and half-starved in this
city.
– Here you are! What attracted him there so much? Stas was
surprised.
– First of all, practices.
Eugene opposed with humour, – How come that his ‘old friends’
couldn’t ‘feed, warm and give shelter’ to him?
– They are used that everybody solves his problems on his
own, Sensei remarked on that. – The ideology they proclaimed was
connected not only with mysticism, priorities of national occultism,
search for Shambala, Grail, but also with issue of top Jewish priests
who were going to conquer the whole world through the marxists
controlled by them. And this issue was actively discussed in many
secret and open societies of ‘Freemasons’. Why? First, it was
popular among different strata of society. Second, ‘Freemasons’
just used it to realize the intentions of the Archons and to prepare
the consciousness of population to the forthcoming world war so
that people would go to conquer other lands, go to die for the sake
of ‘sacred’ idea to free the world of power of these Jewish priests.
– That’s a true circus! Victor grinned. – It means that they
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used the hatred of people towards the Archons for the benefit of
the same very Archons?
– Right, through stimulation in people of the Animal nature,
Sensei added to Victor’s words. – And when the World War I began,
many people took this war as a matter of course, including Hitler
who had weak health but went as a volunteer to the front, under
the influence of these ideas. And after the war and such a shameful
defeat of Germany, forced revolution in it, the establishment of the
Weimar republic, this state of public opinion became even stronger.
Coming back from the war Hitler visited again his ‘old friends’
from the secret order who lived in Munich. That time ‘Freemasons’
needed to advance their people as many as possible not only to the
state institutions of Germany but to different political parties in it,
in order to pave the way for the World War II.
Andrew asked right then, – So, the Archons were getting
prepared at once according to their plans to the World War II?
– As I’ve said, they plan their actions many decades ahead.
Therefore the Archons envisaged in their plans not only the World
War I and II, but unfortunately the most global one, the World War
III…
– Thus, providing conditions for the World War II ‘Freemasons’,
following the plans of the Archons, used all their reserves. For such
‘wards’ like Hitler who were taken in hand there was a special job.
First Hitler was appointed to the services which were busy with
espionage after different petty political unions, parties a lot of which
appeared in Germany that time. He collected information on their
programs, goals, worldview, and at the same time he observed the
tactics of behavior of party leaders, their manner of presentation,
the most successful topics for meetings.
– After that in some time Hitler was sent to the German
Workers party which was created by initiative of Sebottendorf,
due to strivings of lodge ‘brothers’, a journalist Karl Harrer and a
machine-fitter Anton Drexler. Taking into account Hitler’s abilities
in political propaganda, his gifts of internal force, considerable
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influence of mysticism on his conscience, as well as many year’s
presence and dependence on internal circle of secret order, all of
that made him one of the candidates for the role of ‘fuhrer’ (leader)
who had to unleash the war benefitial to the Archons.
– One of the candidates? Were there any other? asked Victor.
– Certainly. People of the Archons were seriously working with
them… Hitler was introduced to the architector Alfred Rosenberg
and the journalist, dramatist Dietrich Eckart, who were members of
the ‘Thule’ society. During the next three years they were preparing
him actively to public speaking. Eckart trained Hitler not only to
speak in front of the public but to competently set out his thoughts
in writing. Moreover, they constantly filled him with information
concerning secret teaching of the order and general political theory
suitable for public meetings. Using some techniques and practices
which he learnt in the order Hitler reinforced his personal force of
influence on people with the help of special group of mediums who
supported him during meetings.
– Hitler began to grow fast as a public speaker gaining
popularity in different social groups and constantly increasing
the number of this audience. When the party grew considerable
in number, they held its reorganization, during which they moved
away old party leaders from its management. Hitler positioned
people who were ‘suitable’ for the order to responsible posts on
financial and organizational issues. They determined the principle
of fuhrership and gave a new name to the party, the National
Socialist German Workers party (NSGWP). By the way, the word
‘Nazi’ is a certain abbreviation from the words ‘national-socialist’.
The party’s symbol became ancient swastika, as well as the ancient
and important for occultists greeting ‘Heil!’ with a gesture of
stretched out hand. As a matter of fact they founded not just a
party for Hitler, but the whole order by principle of knights’ order
in Middle Age. They organized assault detachments: for guarding
party meetings and sessions, detachments of ‘brown shirts’ (SA),
and for fuhrer’s personal faithful ‘guard’, ‘black shirts’ (SS). They
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established a severe discipline. In fact, Hitler’s party, NSGWP,
was like a state in the state, it copied important state bodies and
a system of subsidiary public organizations, unions involving
circles of youth, intellectuals, workers etc. They had even their own
terroristic organization. And what I would like to specially note is
that they created a pyramid system of fuhrership. The party began
to propagate actively racism, antisemitism, hold speeches againt
the shameful for Germany Treaty of Versailles and principles of
liberal democracy. Their goal was to win over to their rows as much
as possible of ‘offended and aggrieved’ people and to maximally
increase the electorate of this party.
– However, the career of any politician is based not only on
speaker’s skills and organizational abilities but more on steady and
large-scale financing. Nowadays one may read in many historical
writings that first sponsors of Hitler’s party were wives of rich
Bavarian manufacturers. Nevertheless it wasn’t so in fact. This
information was intentionally rooted into the ‘history’ for the
masses so that to hide the true sources of financing Hitler’s party
and the World War II in general.
– Well, but how is it possible to hide the ‘history’ from all?
asked Andrew amazed.
– It’s very simple. In 1946 the Rockefeller’s foundation invested
a big amount of money in order to present to the world public a
certain official version of the World War II which would hide the
true information about those who financed this war and due to
whom there was established the Nazi order, and what was more
important, to hide all the occult and mystical background of
Nazism which explicitly showed at the leadership of the Archons.
– What a news! Victor was surprised.
– Look attentively at the history which is presented to the
masses, starting from the school textbooks. As a rule, the goal of
specially directed propaganda of the Archons is to ascribe all the
fault and troubles to one person or, vice versa, they ascribe all the
best to one person, locking your futher curiosity on his personal
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features. But for some reason they hide the main thing, what has
formed the views of this person or from whom he gained it, who
brought this person to power and made him a public and world
famous, and above all, who financed his advance. Since if you know
it, you can easily find out who moves the strings of this ‘puppet’.
– Was Hitler also a puppet for the Archons? Kostya asked
rapidly.
– Of course… I will say more. Even after Adolf’ death, after
the war, if there appeared books with detailed information on this
issue which pointed out at the real masters of this public puppet (as
it was hard to hide it fully, especially when so many people were
witness), these writings were immediately found out, deleted and
prohibited by the ‘Allied’.
– They reacted swiftly! Volodya estimated it in military terms.
– So, as far as financing the Hitler’s party concerned. Where
did in Germany appear huge amounts of money for establishment
of Nazi regime from? It suffocated that time from payments
enormous amounts of military reparations (imposed by the
Archons on the German people through the Treaty of Versailles,
they begot the crash of German monetary system and chronic
inflation). Before answering this question I would like to draw your
attention how the Archons played a trick with a scheme of receiving
double profit from the German people after the World War I. First,
it were the Archons (through their organizations) who finally
received the considerable amounts of money from reparatory
payments, as they were the main creditors of the countries which
suffered of the war. Second, for payment this money they forced
Germany to take a loan from the same international bankers. And
in order to facilitate this impudent robery of the German people
these international bankers founded in Switzerland the ‘Bank for
international monetary settlements’ or it is called in other way the
‘Bank for international settlements’. With its help they were able
to make reparatory payments so that cash on the accounts of one
state, for instance Germany, was transferred to the account of
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another state which possessed an account in that bank. Of course,
the international bankers received quite good commissions and
fees on these transactions… Under the ‘cover’ of all of these issued
loans, huge capital was incoming to Germany, especially before
1924, it was pressed by the ‘business sharks’ of the Archons from
all, including American people.
– From America? asked Victor surprised.
– Yes. They began to build the Hitler’s military machine on the
basis of this American capital.
– But why namely before 1924? inquired Nikolai Andreevich.
– Because this year became the start point for winding a
clockwork of the ‘bomb’ created by the Archons for unleasing the
World War II. By 1924 they prepared a few main backgrounds.
First, there was an almost ready candidate who would unleash
this war. And the main thing was that they transferred necessary
money to Germany for the total advancing of this leader to power.
Besides, they started to gather occult forces of the Archons which
formed the main core of the nazism. In 1924 there came some of
their Asian representatives. By the way, a few words about them.
Already in 1926 due to secret work of Karl Haushofer (we will talk
more about him later) in Germany, in particular in Munich and
Berlin, there began to appear nonsimple ‘colonies’ of Tibetans and
Hindu. In fact, they were members of secret order of black magic
which united representatives of the orders of the ‘Green dragon’
and ‘Yellow hats’.
– Second, in the very 1924 there were realized the planned
events at the international level. ‘Business circles’ of Great Britain,
the USA, France advocated the considerable broadening of the
economic cooperation with Germany, due to which it brought to
merging of German, American and British capital through creation
of joint venture companies and bank organizations. For example,
let’s take the international cartel ‘I.G.Farbenindustrie’ (‘I.G.’ is an
abbreviation, its translation means ‘commonness of interests’)
which controlled chemical and pharmaceutical industry in the
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whole world and, of course, constituted a powerful political and
economic force. Its center was allocated in Germany. 93 countries
took part in its work. It was one of the biggest concerns in the world.
For Germany ‘I.G.Farben’ produced almost half of all German
petrol, and during the war its plants produced also gas for gas
chambers. Almost all real top management of this international
cartel belonged to ‘Freemasons’, they were owners of big business
and high ranking state officials, including those in the USA. CEO
of ‘I.G.Farben’ Hermann Schmitz was at the same time a member
of the administrators‘ council of Deutsche Bank and of the Bank for
International monetary settlement’.
– There you are! Victor was surprised.

* * *
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Fascism financing by the United States of America
– ...Yes, it was really so. For example here are the names of the
main connecting links of ‘Freemasons’ who actively participated
in Nazi financing… It was a president of German Reichsbank
Hjalmar Horace Greeley Schacht. Later he became a Nazi minister
on economy. By the way, the Schacht family belong for many years
to the international financial elite. And not by chance Hjalmar
Schacht became the chief German representative of the Morgan’s
American financial corporation… Besides, to them belonged Averell
and his brother Roland Harriman, American financiers who were
members of the order ‘Scull and Bones’. These transactions were
arranged by them through the ‘Union Banking Corporation’
with the head quarters in New York which was a joint venture of
German industrialist Thyssen and Harriman. By the way, four
of eight directors of that bank were members of the order ‘Scull
and Bones’. And in general one should say that Roland Harriman
financed both the Soviet Union and Nazis through the bank ‘Brown
Brothers Harriman and Co.’. I would like to draw your attention to
the fact that one of his most trusted employees was Prescott Bush
who became later a director of the ‘Union Banking Corporation’…
– Bush?! asked amazed Nikolai Andreevich. – Was it by chance
a relative of the present president of the USA George Bush?
– Of course, it was his relative. It was his father! In general, I
should notice that this Bush clan is just a model indicator of active
work of ‘Freemasons’. They actively participated in realization of the
Archon’s secret plans during the World War I and II. For instance,
Prescott’s father, Samuel Prescott Bush was a member of the War
Industies Board during the World War I and was responsible for
supply of ammunition to the army.
– Ammunition? Volodya asked again. – It’s a golden position.
– After the World War I he occupied the position of the first
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president of the National Association of Manufacturers and an
economic advisor to the US President Herbert Hoover. And not
occasionally during these years (1929-1933) there was artificially
arranged a strong economic crises called in the USA the ‘Great
depression’… Father-in-law of Prescott Bush, George Herbert
Walker, was a big financier who founded in New York that very
company ‘Brown Brothers Harriman’. He sponsored also the
election campaign of another representative of ‘Freemasons’
who changed Herbert Hoover at the post of the USA president
— Franklin Delano Roosevelt, a representative of the family of
landowner and influential businessman who had ‘good connections
in political circles’… Yes… Both Prescott and George Bush were
active members of the order ‘Scull and Bones’…
– Scull and bones? Well, they were real pirates, grinned Stas.
– Right, of the Archonic sea, added Eugene.
– So, during the World War II, when jounalists got at the roots
of the facts who sponsored Nazi, against whom the USA fouht,
there began a court examination during which arose the names of
Harriman and Prescott Bush. But soon this question was hushed
up. By the way not without participation in this case of Allen Dulles
who was an attorney of Prescott Bush.
– Allen Dulles? Volodya got surprise. – Director of CIA?
– He became a director a little bit later, after the war. And
during that time he was a co-owner of the law bureau in New
York which belonged to his brother, John Foster Dulles. This law
bureau represented interests of one more biggest Nazi sponsors,
oil company ‘Standard oil’ which belonged to Rockefeller. In the
same 1942 for corresponding ‘merrits’ Allen Dulles was appointed
a head of European department of the new US Office of Strategic
Services. Due to his new authorities, on the request of ‘Freemasons’,
he extends his contacts with Himmler (who was appointed already
the next year (!) to the position of Minister for internal affairs of
Nazi Germany), establishes the renewed secret cooperation with
SS institutions. And in 1953 Allen Dulles became a director of
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CIA (which was founded in 1947 on basis of disbanded Office of
Strategic Services impeached in connections with Nazi).
– Anecdote! grinned Victor – That’s true: they change the sign
boards, but the main players remain the same!
– Yes, Allen Dulles is a serious player. No wonder. He originates
from the family of players, so to say preliminary half-finished
material for chess pieces of the Archons. Grand-father of Allen
Dulles was a state secretary of the 23rd US president Benjamin
Harrison (by the way, the grandson of the 9th US president, so to
say, the last president, national of Great Britain, whose father was
one of those who signed the Declaration of Independence). Uncle
of Allen Dulles Robert Lansing served in the same position under
the 28th US president Thomas Woodrow Wilson, under whose
governance the USA entered the World War I and who was one
of the initiators of foundation of the League of Nations. It’s not to
mention the elder brother of Allen Dulles, John Foster Dulles.
– John Foster Dulles who occupied influential state posts
in the USA (including the post of secretary of state under the
president Eisenhower (1953-1961)) was also one of the significant
figures at the organization of ‘Freemasons’. By the way, he was as
well a trustee of the Rockefeller foundation. This man did a lot to
realize the plans of the Archons concerning the World War II and
in particular the after-war world order and disposition of forces
in it, took part in the UN foundation (he even composed the UN
Charter), military blocs like NATO, ANZUS, and SEATO in order
to oppose Russia, or to be more precise, the USSR. Not occasionally
there was published his famous essay ‘Six pillars of peace’…

* * *

...Thus, the planned by the Archons events of 1924 touched not
only the political changes in some countries of Europe, but also
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the correction of political course of the government in the Soviet
Union.

* * *
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The foundation of the USSR
– ...What do you mean under the correction of the political
course? Stas didn’t get it. – Have I understood in a right way, was it
in the Soviet Union?
– Yes. The thing is that the second revolution in Russia (I mean
the Great October socialist revolution) arranged by the Lenin’s
team after the destruction of the Russian empire by Kerensky
was also financed by the Archons. Please pay your attention at
the very process of this Archon’s game, how it has been occuring.
When the February bourgeois revolution in Russia began, Lenin
and many of his companions were at that time in emigration, in
‘neutral’ Switzerland. For them this ‘bourgeois revolution’ was an
unexpected news. But when they hurried up to leave for Russia, the
authorities of Germany, Austria, Great Britain all together refused
to allow to Lenin and his team to pass through their countries and
blocked them in Switzerland with the help of European countries
supporting this decision. Only in April ‘all these countries’ gave the
same unexpected permit for transit of Lenin and his team through
European countries to Russia. It emphasizes once again how the
Archons manipulated with people in their game and moved them
like pieces to new positions at certain time and in certain place.
– When Lenin came to power, the Archons rounded him
of course with their people for control. However, Lenin wasn’t a
simple man. He had his own high-principled team headed by
Felix Dzerzhynsky who understood clearly the whole game of the
Archons, their goals and tasks. Coming to power, Lenin and his
group began intensively to look for a contact with Shambala, in
order to get rid of the power of the Archons.
– Do you want to say that he played a double game? asked
Nikolai Andreevich.
– Right you are. Lenin made an attempt to lead out the country
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out of the crises. And when clear goals opposing the intentions of
the Archons started to be obvious through the concrete actions,
the Archons decided to get rid of him and to replace him with their
puppet. Starting already from 1922, refering to Lenin’s bad state of
health, he was de facto dismissed from governing the country, by
nomination of Stalin. And despite the fact that the old Lenin’s team
did it best to fight with this ‘Georgian and Jewish mafia’, as they
understood which threatens would it bring to the country, after
Lenin’s death (January 21, 1924) already in four months during the
thirteens congress of Workers and Peasants Party namely Stalin
was elected to the post of the Secretary General. And this occurred
despite the written will by Lenin in no way to nominate Stalin to
this post. And in fact those who supported Stalin later paid with
their lives.
– After Lenin’s death and Stalin’s nomination, almost
immediately some countries, including Great Britain, France, Italy,
recognized the USSR and established diplomatic relations with
it. As you understand, it also happened not ‘suddenly’. I should
mention that Stalin wasn’t glad with illusion of his power for long
when he finally understood that he got under the Archons’ thumb.
But I will tell about it a bit later.

* * *
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Hitler’s coming to power in Germany
– ...So let’s come back to 1924 in Germany. By this year
‘Freemasons’ did so that the name of Hitler was heard not only
all around the country but also abroad. Since despite the fact that
the ideological potential of Hitler’s party gushed forth this party
existed only in Bavaria, or to be more precise, in Munich. Beyond
this place few people knew about it. In order to eliminate this
weak spot and to make their puppet Hitler famous all around, they
provoked on November 8, 1923, the so called today in the history
‘Beer hall putsch’.
– The ‘Beer hall putsch’? Does it mean that they were all
troubled with wind because of beer? utter Eugene hardly restraining
from laughing.
– Aha, and Hitler most of all! laughed Stas.
Sensei smiled together with the guys.
– The historians called it so as it is believed that the decision
about launching the ‘national revolution’, to which Hitler called to
in the form of a ‘crusade to Berlin’ in order to overthrow ‘Jewish
and Marxist traitors’ was taken in one of the Munich pubs where
the main action of the political play of ‘putsch’ took place.
Volodya grinned and said in a bass voice, – Right, in fact such
decisions with big investments aren’t made off-hand. Money likes
sober minds.
– That’s true, Sensei agreed to him. – So, next day after this
event Hitler arranged a demonstration for show, and together with
other party leaders headed a column of Nazis which moved to the
centre of the city. There they were awaited by the police cordon
which opened fire on the demonstrators. Hitler was immediately
taken away in a special car by his ‘supporters’. The ‘beer hall putsch’
failed. Thus, everything was played like clockwork. And as a result,
Hitler became famous not only in Germany but also abroad. In
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Germany itself all Germany newspapers wrote about him, and
weekly journals even placed his portraits.
– Later this show developed itself more interesting both
for ordinary people and especially for its producers. Taking into
account the psychology of masses (since people like ‘offended and
injured’ with whom they associate themselves) they played the next
scene for German people. Hitler was prosecuted ‘for state parricide’.
Though he was from the very beginning informed by his ‘tutors’
from the secret order that the putsch would fail and he would be
arrested and imprisoned… not for long, for the benefit of their goals.
Of course, Hitler behaves as he was instructed, absolutely fearlessly
turns the bar into propagandistic tribune, blaims the government
and swears that there will come a day when he will bring an action
against it, that is in fact he openly speaks out what was boiling
among ordinary people. Plus a well paid (by sponsors) necessary
articles in popular newspapers, and Hitler at once wins the fame
of the national hero, a ‘patriot and uncompromising fighter with
the left’.
– Adolf was sentenced to five years imprisonment in Landsberg
prison. Instead of this term he, one may say, freely lived there only
a few months. Moreover, namely during this time ‘Freemasons’
seriously started to teach Hitler ‘genuine knowledge of masses
control’ and secret ‘occult sciences of influence’. The prison was
a quite comfortable remote place for these goals, which guarded
from strange eyes and ears.
– Hitler was imprisoned there not just with anyone but in the
company of thirty years old Rudolf Hess. It was this man who was
appointed as his personal assistant (officially he was appointed to
this post since 1925) and at the same time looked after his doings.
Rudolf Hess was in his turn a disciple of Karl Haushofer, a general
and a lecturer of the Munich university. This ‘professor’ began to
regularly visit Hitler in the prison and to give him many-hours
lectures. I need to mention that Haushofer is a so to say a ‘public’
figure of ‘Freemasons’. Preparing to the ‘lectures’ given to Hitler
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he time and again asked advice from ‘Freemasons’ of high ranks
as well as with the ‘Tibetan monch’ who received in the West a
nickname the ‘man with green gloves’ who was in fact not a ‘monch’
and not the last person in the structure of the occult secret order of
the ‘Green Dragon’.
– I would like to tell you briefly who that man was, Karl
Haushofer. He was born in 1869 in Munich. His father was a
professor of economics. Karl finished the Bavarian military academy
and chose a military career. In 1896 he married Martha MayerDoss, a daughter of Jewish lawyer. The couple belonged to noble
aristocracy. Haushofer fulfilled different diplomatic assignments in
South Eastern Asia where he got acquianted with representatives
of the secret order of the ‘Green Dragon’ under which influence
his main world-view was formed and he got knowledge on occult
sciences. He visited India, Korea, Manchuria, Russia. And not by
chance in 1908 – 1910 Karl Haushofer was appointed as a German
military attache to Japan. In Tokio he was initiated into the secret
order of the ‘Green Dragon’, became its member and due to it he
became close to the emperor’s family, Japanese samurai elite. Later,
namely due to this initiation he would find opened wide gates of the
‘buddhistic monasteries’ in Lhasa, one of the most influential secret
societies of Asia, the sect of ‘Yellow hats’ or they are also called
‘Gold hats’. I should mention that ‘Yellow hats’ in their ‘Kanduk’
essence are like the elite of the ‘Green Dragon’. Just the Kanduks
can’t be even compared with these creatures.
– The Kanduks? Who are they? asked Andrew.
– I will tell you some day later… So, namely due to this
initiation to the order of the ‘Green Dragon’ the career growth of
Haushofer went rapidly upwards, during the years of the World
War I he would become, as they say, the ‘young general’, resigning
as a major-general.
– What for a cunning order is that ‘Green Dragon’ that it
possesses such connections, influence and possibilities? inquired
Volodya. – I have never heard about it.
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– No wonder. It’s not an ordinary order, noticed Sensei. – The
occult core of this order is very close to the top of the Archons.
And I should say that even the very Archons are afraid of it. Since
the Archons are just people, and these… The backbone of this
order exists since the times immemorial and in fact its members
are the right hand of Ariman, if one may put it so. They aren’t
people anymore. In the full sense of this word they are monsters.
Once upon a time they were people, they chose a way proposed by
Ariman and desired to become not only rich, to have power, but to
live ‘eternally in the body’.
– Is it really possible to be ‘eternally in the body’? Slava got
surprised.
– Not, of course. Any matter will be sooner or later destroyed.
The quality of eternity possesses only the soul and only in the case
when it will mature spiritually. But under the Arimanian term
‘eternal life’ is meant the conscious reincarnation from one body
into another at the expense of the soul which as a result of such
manipulations is completely annihilated just in 10-12 reincarnations
and the materialized monster disappears for ever. That is, when
an ordinary man experiencing ‘unconscious’ reincarnations has a
chance to free up and to get to the highest spiritual spheres and
to obtain the real eternity, due to his spiritual diligence in the
predetermined term of lives, the monster is deprived this chance
once and for all. But this knowledge becomes known to the man who
has chosen the way of a monster much later, with the experience of
‘conscious’ reincarnations. Besides this creature begins to cognize
quickly the finiteness of his existence, he becomes fully dependant
from the wishes of Ariman, as his any disobedience to him may
lead to the complete annihilation before time. But in the beginning
nobody tells the man about this trap of Ariman, everything is
covered with an illusion of satisfying his spiritual strivings and
bright prospects of ‘eternal life’ in the body on Earth.
Ruslan asked again with surprise, as if he hadn’t heard
everything what was just said by Sensei.
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– Conscious reincarnation? I can imagine, how much
knowledge they possess!
Sensei smiled bitterly, – It’s a serious knowledge, that’s why
Hitler was afraid of them. They possess enough power to pull out
a man from the circle of reincarnations and to completely destroy
him… having answered to Ruslan, Sensei switched to the main
story. – So, concerning Karl Haushofer. Namely in the order of the
‘Green Dragon’ they laid him the foundation of the matter which
became later the main goal of his life. Namely there they described
him in details the idea of the so called later in his works ‘theory of
geopolitical union of Eurasia’ into the continental bloc, from Azores
to Tokio. The foundation of this geopolitics is the theory of fluid
borders which envisaged the necessity of review of the existing
borders. The world is divided into two parts, land and naval states.
One enemy was chosen in all the cases, the Anglo-Saxon world,
England, the USA, which ‘tried to impose the control over the whole
world’ as the leaders of naval states. The choice is like that, either
to be slaves of the ‘Anglo-Saxonian cosmopolitical capitalism’, or to
arrange the common geopolitical revolution in Europe, in the close
union with Asia. It was all presented under the one code title of the
‘New world order’.

* * *
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The New world order
– ...„The ‘New world order’?! Volodya was amazed, – But the
Archons…
– Right you are. All this initiative and plans of the ‘New world
order’ originated exactly from the Archons. Their goal is to divide
the whole world through the wars into two big states. And then to
unite them all into the one state with the only World government
under their lead, with the new type of people absolutely obedient
to them (with the total dominance of the qualities of the Animal
nature) and killing indifferently all those who would contradict
to this government. That’s why in order to reach these goals they
conduct this work through the societies under their control, the
secret ones and the public ones. Pay your attention to the fact
that de facto they declare peoples of the USA and Great Britain as
enemies for the Eastern bloc, but not that miserable small group of
Jewish priests who use the governments of these peoples in their
interests and set them against other states.
– Lies all around! Victor uttered with a grin, being shocked like
all of us by the revealed information.
– Want do you want? It’s an Ariman’s school. They use positive
strivings of people in order to redirect them into the negative side
and to use for their purposes. They incredibly distort the knowledge.
Here is a simple example for you. Why did they start to popularize
after the Nazis a completely negative attitude towards Shambala,
motivating that it’s a ‘terrible monster’ which is located somewhere
and possesses power over the world. This legend was told to the
Nazis by the same ‘initiated’ members of the order of the ‘Green
Dragon’. According to their fairy-tales, ‘thirty or forty centuries ago’
in the Gobi desert which is located in Central Asia there existed a
highly developed civilization. As a result of the disaster, Gobi turned
into the desert, and those who survived emigrated either to the
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North of Europe, or to the Caucasus. Supposedly these emigrants
represent the main race of the humankind, its aryan layer. The
teachers of this highly developed civilization which were called for
their special knowledge as ‘sons of beyond reason’ settled down
in the caves under Himalaya. There they divided into two groups.
One of them went along the way of the ‘right hand’, the other took
the way of the ‘left hand’. The centre of the right way was Agharti,
the hidden city of good, contemplation, ‘temple of non-interference
into human life’. And the second way went through Shambala, the
city of violence and power, whose forces rule not only elements but
the masses of people, quicken the arrival of the humankind to the
‘swing time’. And the most important, the initiated members of
the ‘Green Dragon’ pointed out that magicians leaders of different
people may conclude an agreement with Shambala through vows
and sacrifices. Based on all this false-legend they convinced
Haushofer and through him all the German people the thought
about the ‘necessity of coming to original roots’ through alliances
or conquering the whole Eastern Europe, Pamirs, Tibet, Turkestan,
Gobe, since those who control these ‘key regions’ will supposedly
control the whole globe.
– What a nonsense! laughed Eugene.
– The top Nazis, on the contrary, considered it to be ‘secret
knowledge’. The most bitter and funny thing is that that very
‘Tibetan monch’ with green gloves with whom Hitler and the
authorities of secret societies of the IIIrd Reich were in constant
contact was called as a ‘Key Keeper’, and there were steady rumours
that he supposedly know the entrance to Agharti (Aryana).
– To Arimana? Who would doubt it! Eugene laughed again
with our group.
– Why did they spoil so much the information about Shambala?
Victor asked Sensei.
– You know, Shambala really concentrates very serious
knowledge, it’s a keeper of the Grail between the times of its global
choice. The Archons know very well that this is the only force
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agaist which they are really powerless that’s why they try to do
everything in order to slander Shambala in opinion of people. And
although Shambala is neutral towards the human society, since the
development of the society is a personal choice of people themselves,
in some rare exceptional cases it renders spiritual help to people,
though this help is rather indirect. Shambala brings to the world
of people truth and knowledge. But the choice is left to people. It’s
like the light. If people want to see the light, they not only
perceive its purity but transmit it to other people. And
with each new splash of light, there is less darkness in
the world. If a human sees the light but quenches it, the
darkness extends its territory. Everybody who took the
light becomes its bearer. And only the personal choice of
a human determines how much light will be there aroung
him, and in general, in the whole world.
– Well, the personal choice of everybody, Nikolai Andreevich
said thoughtfully. – The personal choice…
Our group became quiet for a while.
– Thus it’s very benefitial for the Archons to misinform
information, including that one about Shambala, Sensei kept silent
for a while and then he said, – The way they cheated the Nazis,
one should be very cunning to do so. Since the final goal of the
Nazis supposed the creation of the IIIrd Reich, the thousand years
state of the aryan race which would become the basis for creation
of the New world order, preparation of the civilization to the world
enthronement of the ‘Great Unknown’, in this way the Archons call
themselves.
– It’s again… a lie! Eugene uttered with a smile. The guys
smiled.
– So, concerning Haushofer. Getting a grounding in the
‘ideas’ of the order of the ‘Green Dragon’, on the special request
of his mentors, he comes back to Germany where at once the
doors of a few occult societies get opened before him, including
one of the active lodges of ‘Freemasons’, the order ‘Golden Dawn’.
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There he gets aquainted with people necessary for further ‘secret
work’, including the founder of the ‘Thule’ society Rudolf von
Sebottendorf. He founds himself one more order, the ‘Luminous
Lodge’, later renamed into the ‘Vril Society’ which united different
German orders, the ‘Lords of the Black Stone’, the ‘Black knights’,
the ‘Black Sun’ which became later the core of the SS. Nevertheless
externally Karl Haushofer was for all just an exemplary husband
who finished a successful military career, came back to science and
became the lecturer in the Munich university. In 1922 his ‘mentors’
helped him to found the German institute for geopolitics. Karl
issues his books on geopolitics. Right from that ‘launching’ year
of 1924 he was sent not only to teach Hitler. He starts to actively
popularize ‘his’ ideas. In order to do it he issues a solid geopolitical
magazine where he publishes his writings during the next twenty
years. From 1924 to 1931 he regarly broadcasts with appeals to the
German people. In general, later Karl did a lot of useful things for
the Archons. After the crash of the IIIrd Reich he wasn’t put on trial
during the Nuernberg process. By the way, that time they brought
to court only the public ‘puppets’ and put to death those who knew
more than it was allowed. But nobody stir a finger to catch the real
leaders and financiers of the IIIrd Reich. Haushofer finished his life
in 1946 as the true member of the order of the ‘Green Dragon’ by a
ritual self-murder, offering before his family in sacrifice.
– But let’s come back to the times of Hitler’s formation as a
fuhrer. Simultaneously with his education they worked over the
systematic advancing of national-socialists to the official German
government for the following ‘legal’ power usurpation. They used
all means for that: bribery, blackmailing, threats, terror, and even
the provocative setting fire to reichstag, in order to blame for that
their competitors, the communists.
– The Archons, alongside with internal political rearrangements
in Germany, prepared an external ‘base’ for preparations
‘conditions to the war’. In 1929 they artificially created the world
economic crises, extended it till 1933, meanwhile they considerably
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increased their capital. In fact, their people didn’t suffer of it. They
were warned beforehand, and before the begin of this project of
the Archons they invested their capital into gold and silver. During
the crises ‘Freemasons’ operated through their international
banks and almost for nothing bought enterprises and real estate in
different countries, arranging at the same time a range of political
and economic castles. In Germany the world economic crises led to
the significant aggravation of the political system and creation of a
fertile field for Hitler’s party coming to power.
– Infringing all the official agreements like the ‘Treaty of
Versailles’ and organizations ‘controlling’ the peaceful coexistence
of peoples like the League of Nations, they continued to develop
the Hitler’s military machine. Up to 1936 more than 100 American
firms, among them such famous as General Motors, International
Harvesters, Ford, DuPont, were working over its restoration. For
example, Ford and Opel (Opel was a subsidiary enterprise of General
Motors controlled by Morgan) were one of the biggest suppliers of
tanks for the Nazis. Great Britain helped to build ships. The Soviet
Union taught German pilots to aviate, over its territories. And the
Soviet Union is not like a densely populated Europe with a great
number of landmarks. Here you should know how to aviate in order
not to get lost in our open spaces.
– Does it mean that we prepared ourselves the German to
flights over our territories? Victor couldn’t believe what he’d just
heard.
– It was so. And not just it. Especially intensive ‘friendship
between Germany and the USSR’ was proclaimed in the end of
the twenties, starting from the cooperation between high ranking
officials, in the military, industrial spheres up to peaceful mutual
scientific expeditions (with German specialists accurately writing
down each small item and equipped by the advanced German
facilities) on the territory of the USSR.
– Cunningly planned!
– But I should mention that the more the true appearance of
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those who organized Hitler’s rising to power opened, the more did
Hitler understand that he is needed by the Archons only for the
time being as a public puppet, and therefore he was looking for
possible choices of coming out of the power of the Archon’s in order
to get the only dictatorship power.
– Well, then he had to fight against his mentors, grinned Stas.

* * *
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Stalin’s repressions
– ...Meanwhile his opponent Stalin already started with mass
repressions. And that was caused by the fact that observing fast events
in Europe and being afraid for his life, Stalin decided to protect himself
in anyway against the Archons’ ‘controllers’. Therefore the USSR
established the ‘iron curtain’ and Stalin began the ‘total purge’ of not
only his surrounding. But the Archons benefited from these Stalin’s
repressions as on the sly there was liquidated practically all the main
military elite of the state which had combat experience of previous
years.
– Hitler also used many times the methods of ‘combing out’ his
rows, but with some other goals and he understood quite clear what
Stalin was striving for. In spite of the external public antipathy he
decided to join their efforts in order to dismiss the Archons. Hitler
concluded the secret arrangement with Stalin, that’s why later Hitler
would attack Great Britain and would hold diversionary operations
even in the very USA, and that would become a complete surprise
for some well informed experts and analysts of that time. And Stalin
didn’t believe to the very end that Germany would attack the USSR.
Both dictators were going to unite their military machines and to fight
against the Archons. And indeed, if the troops of fascist Germany would
be united with the troops of the Soviet Union, nobody could resist their
military forces. All the more that those Archons are just a miserable
small group of people. However the main question was unsolved: how
to resist the occult forces of the Archons. Only for people who have
never dealt with demonstration of these forces, this obstacle for two
dictators might cause a perplexity, since in their ordinary perception
the force can be only physical. But those who have the levers of the big
power know that this factor can’t be underestimated.
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Hitler’s search of Shambala and the Grail
– ...It was Hitler who knew it especially well. Though in the
eyes of ordinary people he represented the ‘unexcelled power’, he
understood well in reality that his power is nothing in comparison
with that real power which possessed the elite of the order of the
‘Green Dragon’. He himself, since childhood, happened to deal
with the manifestations of the occult forces which scared him by
mystety and mighty of their influence. Hitler was a witness how
these ‘invisible’ forces acted during his coming to power. He saw
the occult practice of the order of the ‘Green Dragon’ in action when
there were repeated attempts upon his life and he happened to stay
safe and sound after these situations in a way unexplainable for
ordinary people. He knew how much all his actions were under
control. But to resist this invisible force of the real power could
only even bigger power which according to the ancient writings
of different nations belonged either to Shambala or to something
which was called later by people as the Grail. That’s why both
Hitler and Stalin made so much efforts searching them… Hitler
was especially zealous. He even cherished a hope not only to get rid
of the Archon’s control but to take himself the place of the 13th in
order to obtain his full power over the world which he possessed, to
live eternally and to rule eternally.
Eugene burst out laughing.
– To take power from Ariman himself? This chap was really
ambitious, the Archons are just kids in comparison to him!
– What can you do, he was just a man, Sensei smiled together
with the guys. – So, when Hitler didn’t succeed with search for
Shambala, he intensified searches of the Grail. And one should
say that Hitler prepared himself seriously to it. His team not only
attended to searches of the Grail but began envisaged for twenty
years building of the whole complex where it was planned to keep
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the Grail. The complex was named as the ‘Wewelsburg castle’
in honour of the ancient castle located in that place. Right from
that place they planned to control the whole world, to establish
there a centre of the nazist ‘new religion’ which was elaborated
by the SS elite as a synthesis of believes of ancient Germans, ‘not
spoiled by Jews’ Christianity and occultism. They approved the
architectural plan of this complex, according to which the triangle
of the castle reminding the spear-head fitted to the gigantic circle
of constructions corresponding the form of the silver ‘Dead head’
ring which carried every SS member. This spear symbolized not so
much the legend about the ‘Spear of Destiny’ according to which
the Roman centurion wounded the crucified Jesus as the legend of
ancient Germans and Scandinavians. According to the last, one of
the most worshipped ancient gods of these nations who lived in the
heavenly city Asgard was Odin (German Wodan), the god of war
and military honour. The permanent attributes of this god were
the spear Gungnir always hitting its mark, and the ring Draupnir
begetting similar to it. So, the Nothern tower of the triangle castle
was directed to the legendary Thule isle in Arctic. I would like to
draw your attention that there were not only appartments for all
twelve highest SS generals in that castle…
– Twelve? asked Nikolai Andreevich.
– Yes. There were build on one axis but in different levels three
main halls. The lowest hall was called ‘Walhalla’ and represented
by itself the world of dead from the ancient sagas, with eternal fire
in the centre and crypt burial-vault for obengruppenfuhrers, and
for keeping rings of all the members of the ‘black order’, after their
death. Further, one level higher they built the ‘Midgard’ hall as
the world of living beings was called according the German and
Scandinavian mythology. The hall was decorated up to the floor
by special symbols, runes. There were twelve pillars there. This
hall was intended for acts of power for the nearest circle, that is
for those twelve ‘knights of the black order’ who were going to rule
sway the destinies of the humankind. And finally the Nothern tower
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was crowned by the ‘Grail hall’ which at the same time symbolized
the ancient German world of gods, ‘Asgard’. It was predestined
personally for the fuhrer who, as I have already mentioned, was
dreaming due to the Grail to take over not only the power of the
Archons, but of the 13th. For that there was erected the special
pedestal for four stones of the Grail looked for by Hitler.
– Four stones of the Grail? But the Grail seems to be a chalice,
uttered Victor.
Sensei smiled mysteriously.
– Hitler was aware of some real events from the past hidden to
the majority of people and he knew that the Grail is twelve runic
signs which were written the last time on four stones by three on
each of them. These stones he was looking for…

* * *

– ...So, Hitler was going to join forces with Stalin against the
Archons. One can’t say that the Archons didn’t know that. Of course
they knew it and used in their interests. And when the time came
they just pressed Hitler through the ‘man with green gloves’ and
forced him to unleash the war against the Soviet Union.
– Why was he frightened before them? uttered Victor. – With
such plans and such ambitions…
– Right, he let them push himself around, like a fool! concluded
Eugene in his free expressions.
The guys laughed and Sensei explained, – Because self likes
itself best. That’s why he went there where they pushed him, in
order to give an impetus on not the ‘revolution, but evolution’, as
the Archons used to say. So, the Soviet Union won this war, and
it became also a total surprise for Hitler. Though for the Archons
it was a predictable result. Irrespective of the winner in that war,
the Archons anyway gained expansion of their influence on the
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countries which participated in that war, and their people from
‘Freemasons’ benefitted materially from sales of weapons and
provisions to parties at war and from following issuance of afterwar international credits.

* * *
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What is hidden under the plausible pretext of the UN
foundation?
– ...If to regard globally who was ‘punished’ by the judges of
‘Freemasons’ for numerous victims of the World War II, it becomes
clear that the ‘sentenced’ are just the public puppets of the nazism,
or ‘secondary importance’ people who knew little about the real
leaders and their doings. But the ‘valuable’ for the Archons people
from the Nazi machine were not only saved from punishment
of their ‘justice’ but well settled in the life for further work for
‘Freemasons’. For realization of these goals they were intensively
helped by Vatikan which sent under the cover of the catholic church
German officers to Switzerland, Argentine, Paraguay, the USA.
Many of those who headed different departments of the intelligence
special services of the Nazis quickly gained after the war together
with their people their new Master, the US Office of Strategic
Services and de facto continued their spy activities in Western
Europe. And NATO? On whose experience and professionalism
counted this organization when it held its dirty operations in the
regions of Arab and Islamic world, in that very Indonesia, Near
East, Nothern Africa? Or supported terrorism in that very Europe
in seventies? On that very former Nazis who following the US
Example ‘strengthened’ this new created after war institution, the
so called Nothern Atlantic alliance…
– Or let’s take such an organization as ‘Interpol’, it was not
set aside in its functioning by ‘Freemasons’. This private police
organization of the international level created for fight against
criminals and drug dealers was managed up to 1972 by former SS
officers. And there are a lot of such examples.
– We-e-e-ll, drawled Victor, – What a ‘bright world’ it is! How
can we speak about democracy and freedom! It’s all lies, fraud and
slavery!
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* * *

– ...So, since the League of Nations discredited itself in the
opinion of the world public, the Archons as always replaced the old
logo of their enterprise into a new one, but the essence remained the
same. And for all after the World War II the League of Nations was
officially dissolved in Switzerland and the new official organization
was founded in a completely different part of the world, in the USA,
in the city of San Francisco, it was the international United Nations
Organization, founded for peace-keeping and strengthening,
security, and international cooperation.
– Right, it’s all the same, just read it vice versa, Eugene burst
laughing.
– By the way, the UN headquarters was located in New York on
the territory which was separated and given as a present for these
purposes by Rockfeller. When official founding of the UN, only in
the US delegation there were present 47 CFR members…
Eugene burst laughing even more together with the seniour
guys and advanced a slogan with sarcasm, – Aha, ‘Freemasons’ of
all countries, unite yourselves!
– Or to put it more precise, ‘All countries, unite yourselves
under the Archons’, Sensei proclaimed another version in jest. – I
even don’t speak of the preamble to the UN Statute invented by the
‘Freemasons’!
… In the beginning there were only fifty one countries involved
into the UN where just thirteen countries were leading and the
others, the so called developing countries. Today there are much
more countries which joined the UN… Externally the Archons
made from the UN the so-to-say ‘kind friend policeman’ who
would render the help or give assistance if someone needs it. But
when the questions raised which concern directly the interests of
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the Archons, this ‘kind uncle’ will just express his resolute protest
and the matter will be over… In order to bind the world by their
control the Archons tried to establish in the renewed structure
of this organization already a few ‘Councils’ covering spheres of
international economy, ‘security’, social sphere:… International
court, UN General Assembly, Secretariat. They stuffed even the
UN emblem with their numeric symbolism: they formed 33 fields
on the globe, and 13 ears around the globe to the right and to the
left. Well, in general everything as usual. And beside the main
‘Councils’ this organization controls now also many specialized
services. For example, the International telecommunication Union,
World Health Organization, UNESCO, World bank, International
Monetary fund.
– Well, Nikolai Andreevich uttered puzzled. – It means that
now the state representatives address to the UN as a Arbiter with
requests to solve their problems and to put an end to wars, but in
fact they address through it to the Archons who unleash these wars
and breed global conflicts?!
… Sensei continued, – The UN is not the only organization
belonging to the Archons. If to examine carefully the Archons
are the real masters of more than a half of big international
organizations which exist today.
– But why do the Archons need all of that? Slava shrugged his
shoulders not understanding it.
– For influencing the world and expansion of their power. They
use for it all means, without disgust, starting from the ideological
indoctrination of people and finishing with financial pressure.
– Financial?
– Yes. Just look around, how the prices grow steadily for
all: for real estate, goods, for food, how inflation boosts. How
mass media presents all of that as a ‘spontaneous unpredictable
process’, thus justifying the growth of price ‘in the whole world’.
But is this process really ‘unpredictable’? Didn’t land yield the
same vegetables and fruits like in the past? Is the quality of good
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increased? Who dictates the price increase in the whole world? The
world bankers who are controlled by the Archons. And all of that
is done artificially! What for? In order to make a man materially
dependant. So that his thoughts would be occupied by the constant
care of increasing his income for him and his family somehow to
survive in this world. Don’t look for examples too far. Pay attention
to your friends, when you meet them what do you discuss at the
end? As a rule, the price growth, complaints about the eternal lack
of money and problems connected with it. That’s the answer how
the Archons enslave a human with the matter.
– So, under the cover of all of that plausible at first view
organizations of the Archons which exert influence upon the
processes in the society, there is in fact the propagation of the
humankind by the ideology of Ariman who inclines humans
towards the material aggression, the choice of the way of the
Animal nature, and on a global scale the drawing in of the whole
human civilization in general to the material abyss. And how it may
end for the humankind, you already know.
– What should we do then?! Slava asked with slight panic in
his voice.
– It’s the eternal question of all times and nations, remarked
Victor.
Sensei replied calmly and clearly, – Everything is in hands of
the people themselves, in the personal choice of everybody.
– I wonder whether there is anyone in this world who would
resist the Archons? asked Stas.
– Certainly. Otherwise the history of the humankind would be
over very long time ago.
– And who resists namely?
– There are different people: they are both in big politics, and
among ordinary people. There are some of them who understood
that they became ‘puppets’ of the Archons and they try to get rid of
their power.
– And what should be done, in order to help all these
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people?
– First of all you should become Human yourself and
not to fall for the provocation of your Animal nature
which is the key factor in the ideology of the Archons.
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